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We investigate the energy-constrained (EC) diamond norm distance between unitary channels
acting on possibly infinite-dimensional quantum systems, and establish a number of results. Firstly,
we prove that optimal EC discrimination between two unitary channels does not require the use
of any entanglement. Extending a result by Ac´ın, we also show that a finite number of parallel
queries suffices to achieve zero error discrimination even in this EC setting. Secondly, we employ
EC diamond norms to study a novel type of quantum speed limits, which apply to pairs of quantum
dynamical semigroups. We expect these results to be relevant for benchmarking internal dynamics
of quantum devices. Thirdly, we establish a version of the Solovay–Kitaev theorem that applies to
the group of Gaussian unitaries over a finite number of modes, with the approximation error being
measured with respect to the EC diamond norm relative to the photon number Hamiltonian.
Introduction.— The task of distinguishing unknown
objects is arguably a fundamental one in experimental
science. Quantum state discrimination, one of the sim-
plest examples of a problem of this sort, has gained a cen-
tral role in the flourishing field of quantum information
science. The optimal measurement for discriminating be-
tween two quantum states via quantum hypothesis test-
ing was found by Holevo and Helstrom [1–4]. Subsequent
fundamental contributions related to state discrimination
include the operational interpretation of quantum rela-
tive entropy [5] and an entanglement measure derived
from it via quantum generalisations of Stein’s lemma [6–
8], the identification of a quantum Chernoff bound for
symmetric hypothesis testing [9–11], and the discovery
of quantum data hiding [12–16].
While quantum states are mathematically simpler ob-
jects, quantum processes, or channels, are more funda-
mental [17]. The basic primitive in distinguishing them
is that of binary channel discrimination: two distant par-
ties, Alice and Bob are granted access to one query of one
of two (noisy) channelsN andM, with a priori probabili-
ties p and 1´p, respectively, and they have to determine
which channel was chosen. The best strategy consists
of Alice preparing a (possibly entangled) bipartite state
|ΨyAA1 , sending the system A through the noisy channel,
and the auxiliary system (or ancilla) A1 through an ideal
(noiseless) channel to Bob, who then performs state dis-
crimination on the bipartite system AA1 that he receives.
When both N and M are unitary channels, however, the
auxiliary system is not needed [18] (c.f. Watrous [19, The-
orem 3.55]). Experimentally, this simplification is signif-
icant, as it exempts us from (a) using an ancilla and
entanglement, and (b) using an ideal side channel, which
might be experimentally problematic.
More insight into the channel distinguishability prob-
lem can be gained by looking at multi-query discrimina-
tion [20–22]. When the channels are unitary, a seminal
result by Ac´ın states that perfect discrimination is pos-
sible with only a finite number of queries [23, 24], a phe-
nomenon that has no analogue for states [25]. The same
result can be achieved by using an adaptive strategy that
requires no entanglement [26].
It is common to assume that any arbitrary quantum
operation can be employed for the discrimination task at
hand. This is, however, often unrealistic, due to tech-
nological as well as physical limitations. This is the case
e.g. when the quantum states (respectively, the channels)
to be discriminated are distributed among (respectively,
connect) two parties who can only employ local oper-
ations assisted by classical communication. Such a re-
striction could severely hinder the discrimination power,
both for states [12–16] and for channels [27, 28].
Another example of physical restriction comes about,
for instance, when the underlying quantum system is a
collection of electromagnetic modes travelling along an
optical fibre. This setting, which constitutes the basis of
practically all proposed protocols for quantum communi-
cation, is of outstanding technological and experimental
relevance [29–32]. Accordingly, the theoretical study of
continuous-variable quantum channels is a core area of
quantum information [33–35]. Continuous-variable chan-
nel discrimination can be thought of as a fundamental
primitive for benchmarking such channels.
Experimentally, for a continuous variable quantum sys-
tem governed by a Hamiltonian H , one only has access
to states ρ with bounded mean energy TrrρHs ď E.
This restriction – which is of a fundamental rather than
technological nature – motivates us to look into energy-
constrained (EC) channel discrimination [21, 36, 37]. In
our setting, we separate the energy cost of manufactur-
ing probes from that of measuring the output states [38],
and only account for the former. This is justified opera-
2tionally by thinking of the unknown channel (either N or
M) as connecting an EC client to a quantum computing
server that has access to practically unlimited energy. In
the above context, the figure of merit is the so-called EC
diamond norm distance }N ´M}H,E˛ [36, 37, 39].
In this paper, we (1) study the EC diamond norm
distance between unitary channels, and employ it to es-
tablish (2) operationally meaningful quantum speed lim-
its [40] for experimentally relevant Hamiltonians, as well
as (3) a Solovay–Kitaev theorem [41, 42] for Gaussian (i.e.
symplectic) unitaries. Our first result states that optimal
EC discrimination of two unitary channels can be carried
out without the use of any entanglement (Theorem 1).
This extends the analogous result for unconstrained dis-
crimination [19, Theorem 3.55]. In the same setting, we
then generalise Ac´ın’s result [23], proving that a finite
number of parallel queries suffices to achieve zero error
(Theorem 2).
We then employ the EC diamond norm distance to
quantify in an operationally meaningful way the speed
at which time evolutions under two different Hamiltoni-
ans drift apart from each other (Theorem 3). Our re-
sult amounts to a quantum speed limit [40, 43–50] that
applies to a more general setting than previously in-
vestigated, namely, that involving two different unitary
groups. As a special case, we study evolutions induced by
quadratic Hamiltonians on a collection of harmonic oscil-
lators (Corollary 4). Analogous estimates are then given
for the case in which one of the two channels models an
open quantum system (Theorem 5) [51].
Our last result is a Solovay–Kitaev theorem [41, 42]
for Gaussian unitaries (Theorem 6). It states that any
finite set of gates generating a dense subgroup of the
symplectic group can be used to construct short gate se-
quences that approximate well, in the EC diamond norm
corresponding to the photon number Hamiltonian, any
desired Gaussian unitary. The significance of our result
rests on the compelling operational interpretation of the
EC diamond norm in terms of channel discrimination:
the action of the constructed gate will be almost indis-
tinguishable from that of the target on all states with a
certain maximum average photon number.
The setting.— Quantum states on a Hilbert space H
are represented by density operators, i.e. positive trace-
class operators with trace one, on H. Accordingly, quan-
tum channels are modelled by completely positive and
trace preserving (CPTP) maps acting on the space of
trace-class operators on H. A Hamiltonian on H is a
densely defined self-adjoint operator H whose spectrum
sppHq is bounded from below. Up to re-defining the
ground state energy, we can assume that min sppHq “ 0,
in which case we call H grounded. In what follows, for a
pure state |ψy P H, we will denote with ψ ..“ |ψyxψ| the
corresponding density matrix.
Continuous-variable quantum systems, i.e. finite col-
lections of harmonic oscillators, or modes, are central
for applications [33, 34]. The Hilbert space of an m-
mode system is formed by all square-integrable functions
on Rm, and is denoted by Hm ..“ L2 pRmq. The cre-
ation and annihilation operators corresponding to the jth
mode (j “ 1, . . . ,m) will be denoted by a:j and aj , re-
spectively. They satisfy the canonical commutation re-
lations (CCRs) raj , a:ks “ δjk. In the (equivalent) real
picture, one defines the position and momentum opera-
tors xj ..“ a`a:?2 and pj ..“ a´a
:?
2 i
, organised in the vec-
tor R ..“ px1, p1, . . . , xm, pmq⊺. The CCRs now read
rR,R⊺s “ iΩm, with Ωm ..“
`
0 1
´1 0
˘‘m
. Gaussian uni-
taries are products of exponentials e´
i
2
R⊺QR, where Q is
an arbitrary 2mˆ 2m symmetric matrix, and 1
2
R⊺QR is
called a quadratic Hamiltonian. Gaussian unitaries are in
one-to-one correspondence with symplectic matrices via
the relation US Ø S defined by U :SRjUS “
ř
k SjkRk.
Recall that a 2mˆ 2m real matrix S is called symplectic
if SΩmS
⊺ “ Ωm, and that symplectic matrices form a
group, hereafter denoted by Sp2mpRq [52].
The energy cost of a channel discrimination protocol
comes from two main sources: first, the preparation of
the probe state to be fed into the unknown channel, and,
second, the subsequent quantum measurement, which in-
escapably requires energy to be carried out [38]. In this
paper we consider only the first contribution, i.e. the en-
ergy cost of the probe. Operationally, we can separate the
above two contributions by considering the following set-
ting. An unknown channel, either NAÑB (with a priori
probability p) or MAÑB (with a priori probability 1´ p)
connects two distant parties, Alice (the sender) and Bob
(the receiver). We assume that Alice’s equipment only
allows for the preparation of probe states with an average
energy at most E, as measured by some positive Hamil-
tonian HA ě 0 on the input system. No such restriction
is placed on Bob, who can carry out any measurement he
desires, and whose task is that of guessing the channel.
We can further distinguish two possibilities: (i) Alice is
limited to preparing states ρA on the input system A,
to be sent to Bob via the unknown channel; or (ii) she
can prepare a (possibly entangled) state ρAA1 , where A
1
is an arbitrary ancilla, and send also A1 to Bob via an
ideal (noiseless) channel. The energy constraint reads
TrrρAHAs ď E, where in case (ii) we set ρA ..“ TrA1 ρAA1 .
The error probability corresponding to (ii) takes the form
P
H,E
e pN,M; pq “ 12
`
1´ }pN´p1´pqM}H,E˛
˘
, where for
a superoperator LA that preserves self-adjointness the
EC diamond norm is defined by
}LA}H,E˛ “ sup|ΨyAA1 :
TrΨAHAďE
}pLA b IA1q pΨAA1q}1 , (1)
where the supremum is over all ancillas A1 and over all
states |ΨyAA1 on AA1 whose reduced state on A has en-
ergy bounded by E. A similar expression but without
the ancilla A1 holds in setting (i).
3Results.— (1) EC discrimination of unitaries. Our
first result states that the above settings (i) and (ii) are
equivalent in the case of two unitary channels. This gen-
eralises the seminal result of Aharonov et al. [18] (cf. [19,
Theorem 3.55]), and implies that optimal EC discrim-
ination of unitaries can be carried out the use of any
entanglement.
Theorem 1. Let U, V be two unitaries acting on a
Hilbert space of dimension dimH ě 3, and call Up¨q ..“
Up¨qU :, Vp¨q ..“ V p¨qV : the associated channels. Let H
be a grounded Hamiltonian, and fix E ą 0. Then
}U ´V}H,E˛ “ supxψ|H|ψyďE
}pU´Vq pψq}1
“ 2
c
1´ inf
xψ|H|ψyďE
|xψ|U :V |ψy|2 .
(2)
In other words, in this case the supremum in (S4) can be
restricted to unentangled pure states.
The proof can be found in the Supplementary Mate-
rial [53]. We can exploit Theorem 1 to immediately ex-
tend a celebrated result by Ac´ın [23] (see also [25, 26]),
and establish that even in the presence of an energy con-
straint (which is particularly relevant in the case of uni-
taries acting on continuous variable quantum systems), a
finite number of parallel queries achieves zero-error dis-
crimination.
Theorem 2. In the setting of Theorem 1, there exists a
positive integer n such that n parallel uses of U and V
can be discriminated perfectly using inputs of finite total
energy E, i.e. ››Ubn ´Vbn››Hpnq, E˛ “ 2 , (3)
where Hpnq ..“
řn
j“1Hj is the n-copy Hamiltonian, and
Hj ..“ I b ¨ ¨ ¨ I b H b I ¨ ¨ ¨ b I, with the H in the jth
location.
(2) Quantum speed limits. Our first application deals
with the problem of quantifying the relative drift caused
by two different unitary dynamics on a quantum system.
This may be important, for instance, in benchmarking
internal Hamiltonians of quantum devices.
In what follows, our findings are generally presented in
the form of an upper bound on the EC diamond norm
distance between time evolution channels. This is an
alternative yet completely equivalent reformulation of a
quantum speed limit. To recover the standard one [40],
one has to turn the inequality around and recast it as a
lower bound on the time taken to reach a certain pre-
scribed distance [53]. Our first result extends previous
findings by Winter [37, Theorem 6] and some of us [50,
Proposition 3.2] by tackling the case of two different uni-
tary groups.
Theorem 3. Let H,H 1 be self-adjoint operators. With-
out loss of generality, assume that 0 is in the spectrum
of H. Let the ‘relative boundedness’ inequality››pH ´H 1q |ψy›› ď α }H |ψy} ` β (4)
hold for some constants α, β ą 0 and for all (normalised)
states |ψy. Then the unitary channels
Utp¨q ..“ e´iHtp¨qeiHt, Vtp¨q ..“ e´iH1tp¨qeiH1t (5)
satisfy the following: for all t ě 0 and E ą 0,
}Ut ´Vt}|H|,E˛ ď 2
?
2
?
αEt` βt. (6)
For a given d ą 0 and a pure state |ψy, the minimum
time t for which }pUt ´ Vtq |ψy } “ d satisfies the bound
t ě p
a
dβ ` νpψq2 ´ νpψqq2{β2
where νpψq “ α xψ|H |ψy.
The relative boundedness condition (4) is not merely
an artefact of the proof, and is there to ensure that low
energy eigenvectors of H do not have very high energies
relative to H 1, which would trivialise the bound (S21).
The estimate in (S21) can be shown to be optimal up to
multiplicative constants for small values of Et [48].
A special case of Theorem 3 that is particularly rele-
vant for applications is that of two quadratic Hamiltoni-
ans on a collection of m harmonic oscillators, or modes.
Corollary 4. On a system of m modes, consider
the two Hamiltonians H “ řmj“1 dja:jaj and H 1 “řm
j,k“1
´
Xjka
:
jak ` Yjkajak ` Y ˚jka:ja:k
¯
, where dj ą 0
for all j, and X,Y are two arbitrary m ˆ m matrices,
with X Hermitian. Then the corresponding unitary chan-
nels (5) satisfy (S21) for all t ě 0 and E ą 0, with
β “ m
ˆb
1
2
}X ´D}2 ` 3}Y }2
˙
“
b
m
6
pminj djqα ,
(7)
where Djk ..“ djδjk, and for a matrix Z we defined the
Hilbert–Schmidt norm }Z}2 ..“
´ř
j,k |Zjk|2
¯1{2
.
We now move on to the investigation of the more
general scenario where the discrimination is between
a closed-system unitary evolution and an open-system
quantum dynamics. Distinguishing between these two
alternatives will be critical, for instance, in benchmark-
ing quantum memories, where the effects of external in-
teractions are generally detrimental, and must be care-
fully controlled. Open quantum systems are mathe-
matically described by quantum dynamical semigroups
(QDSs) [54, 55], i.e. families of quantum channels pΛtqtě0
that (i) obey the semigroup law, Λt`s “ Λt ˝ Λs for all
t, s ě 0, and (ii) are strongly continuous, in the sense
4that limtÑ0` }Λtpρq ´ ρ}1 “ 0 for all density operators ρ,
where }¨}1 is the trace norm. QDSs can be shown to take
the form Λt “ etL, where the generator L is assumed to
be of Gorini–Kossakowski–Lindblad–Sudarshan (GKLS)
type [56–58] and acts on an appropriate dense subspace
of the space of trace class operators as
LpXq “ ´irH,Xs ` 1
2
ÿ
ℓ
´
2LℓXL
:
ℓ´L:ℓLℓX´XL:ℓLℓ
¯
.
(8)
Here, H is the internal Hamiltonian, while the so-called
Lindblad operators Lℓ, indexed by ℓ “ 1, 2, . . ., model dis-
sipative processes. Note that in our approach these can
be unbounded, and hence our results on quantum speed
limits significantly generalise previous works on quantum
speed limits in open systems [51].
Theorem 5. Let H be a self-adjoint operator with 0 in
its spectrum, and set Utp¨q ..“ e´iHtp¨qeiHt. Let pΛtqtě0
be a QDS whose generator L is of GKLS-type and sat-
isfies the relative boundedness condition
1
2
›››ÿ
ℓ
L
:
ℓLℓ |ψy
››› ď α }H |ψy} ` β (9)
for all (normalised) states |ψy, where β ě 0 and 0 ď α ă
1 are two constants. Then it holds that
}Ut ´ Λt}|H|,E˛ ď 4p21{4
?
αEt` βtq (10)
for all t ě 0 and E ą 0.
Once again, the role of condition (9) is that of ensuring
that the Lindblad operators do not make low energy lev-
els decay too rapidly, an effect that we could exploit to de-
sign a rather obvious discrimination protocol with a small
energy budget. We now demonstrate the applicability of
our result by looking at the example of quantum Brown-
ian motion [59, 60]. Consider a single quantum particle
in one dimension, subjected to a harmonic potential and
to a diffusion process. The relevant Hilbert space is then
H1 “ L2pRq; we can set H “ 12 px2 ` p2q, and construct
the two Lindblad operators Lℓ “ γℓx ` iδℓp (ℓ “ 1, 2),
where p ..“ ´i d
dx
is the momentum operator, and γℓ, δℓ P
C. It can be shown [53] that in this case condition (9)
is satisfied e.g. with α “ p|γ1| ` |δ1|q2 ` p|γ2| ` |δ2|q2,
provided that the right-hand side is smaller than 1, and
β “ |γ1||δ1| ` |γ2||δ2| ` κ, where κ “ 0.2047 is a con-
stant. Therefore, (10) yields an upper estimate on the
operational distinguishability between closed and open
dynamics for given waiting time and input energy.
(3) A Gaussian Solovay–Kitaev theorem. The cele-
brated Solovay–Kitaev theorem [41, 42] is a fundamental
result in the theory of quantum computing. In layman’s
terms, it states that any finite set of quantum gates that
generates a dense subgroup of the unitary group does
that fast enough. More precisely, there are short se-
quences of those gates that approximate very well any
desired unitary. In practice, many (but not all [61–63]) of
the elementary gates that form the toolbox of continuous-
variable platforms for quantum computing [29, 64] are
modelled by Gaussian unitaries. Therefore, in this con-
text a Gaussian version of the Solovay–Kitaev theorem is
highly desirable. Our result goes precisely in this direc-
tion. We measure the approximation error for gates on an
m-mode quantum system by means of the operationally
meaningful EC diamond norm distance relative to the
total photon number Hamiltonian N ..“ řmj“1 a:jaj .
Theorem 6. Let m P N, r ą 0, E ą 0 and de-
fine Spr2mpRq to be the set of all symplectic transfor-
mations S such that }S ´ I}8 ď r. Then, given a
set G of gates that is closed under inverses and gener-
ates a dense subset of Spr2mpRq, there exists a constant
C ” Cprq ă p2 ` rqp47r2 ` 104r ` 156q such that, for
any symplectic transformation S P Spr2mpRq and every
0 ă δ ď Cprq´2, there exists a finite concatenation S1
of polyplog δ´1q elements from G, which can be found in
time polyplog δ´1q and such that
}US´US1}N,E˛ ď 12
d
3m
3
2
p1`Rqδ
1´ p1 `Rqδ pE ` 1q , (11)
where US is the channel corresponding to the unitary US.
The above result guarantees that any Gaussian unitary
can be approximated with a relatively short sequence of
gates taken from our base set. Note that the sequence
length increases with both the squeezing induced by S
and with the energy threshold E. Here, the squeezing
intensity is quantified by the parameter }S}8. Theorem 6
also guarantees that finding the relevant gate sequence
is a computationally feasible task, thus bolstering the
operational significance of the result.
Conclusions.— We investigated the EC diamond
norm distance between channels, which has a compelling
operational interpretation in the context of EC channel
discrimination. For the case of two unitary channels,
we showed that optimal discrimination can be carried
out without using any entanglement, and with zero error
upon invoking finitely many parallel queries. An open
question here concerns the possibility of obtaining the
same result by means of adaptive rather than parallel
strategies. This is known to be possible in the finite-
dimensional, energy-unconstrained scenario [26].
We then studied some problems where the EC dia-
mond norm can be employed to quantify in an opera-
tionally meaningful way the distance between quantum
operations. We provided quantum speed limits that ap-
ply to the conceptually innovative setting where one com-
pares two different time evolution (semi-)groups, instead
of looking at a single one, as previously done.
Finally, we established a Gaussian version of the
Solovay–Kitaev theorem, proving that any set of Gaus-
sian unitary gates that is sufficiently powerful to be ca-
pable of approximating any desired Gaussian unitary can
5do so also efficiently, i.e. by means of a relatively small
number of gates. Our result bears a potential impact on
the study of all those quantum computing architectures
that rely on optical platforms.
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1Supplementary material: Energy-constrained discrimination of unitaries, quantum
speed limits and a Gaussian Solovay–Kitaev theorem
NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS
Operators and norms
Given a separable Hilbert space H, we denote by BpHq the space of bounded linear operators on H, and by TppHq,
the Schatten p-class, which is the Banach subspace of BpHq formed by all bounded linear operators whose Schatten
p-norm, defined as }X}p “ pTr |X |pq1{p, is finite. Henceforth, we refer to T1pHq as the set of trace class operators.
The set of quantum states (or density matrices), that is positive semi-definite operators ρ P T1pHq of unit trace, is
denoted by DpHq. The Schatten 1-norm, }¨}1, is the trace norm, and the corresponding induced distance (e.g. between
quantum states) is the trace distance. Note that the Schatten 2-norm, } ¨ }2, coincides with the Hilbert–Schmidt norm.
We denote by M2mpRq the set of 2mˆ 2m real matrices, and by Sp2mpRq, the set of symplectic matrices in M2mpRq,
i.e. matrices S P M2mpRq satisfying the condition SΩmS⊺ “ Ωm, where Ωm denotes the 2mˆ2m commutation matrix:
Ωm ..“
ˆ
0 1
´1 0
˙‘m
, (S1)
Any symplectic matrix S has determinant equal to one and is invertible with S´1 P Sp2mpRq. Hence, Sp2mpRq is a
subgroup of the special linear group SL2mpRq.
For a pair of positive semi-definite operators, A,B with domains DompAq,DompBq Ď H, A ě B if and only if
Dom
`
A1{2
˘ Ď Dom `B1{2˘ and ››A1{2 |ψy››2 ě ››B1{2 |ψy››2 for all |ψy P Dom `A1{2˘. If ρ is a quantum state with
spectral decomposition ρ “ ři pi |φiyxφi|, and A is a positive semi-definite operator, the expected value of A on ρ is
defined as
TrrρAs ..“
ÿ
i: pią0
pi
›››A1{2 |φiy›››2 P R` Y t`8u ; (S2)
here we use the convention that TrrρAs “ `8 if the above series diverges or if there exists an index i for which
pi ą 0 and |φiy R Dom
`
A1{2
˘
. This definition can be extended to a generic densely defined self-adjoint operator
A on H, by considering its decomposition A “ A` ´ A´ into positive and negative parts, with A˘ being positive
semi-definite operators with mutually orthogonal supports. The operator A is said to have a finite expected value
on ρ if piq |φiy P Dom
`
A
1{2
`
˘ X Dom `A1{2´ ˘ for all i for which pi ą 0, and piiq the two series ři pi››A1{2˘ |φiy ››2 both
converge. In this case, the following quantity is called the expected value of A on ρ:
TrrρAs ..“
ÿ
i: pią0
pi
›››A1{2` |φiy›››2 ´ ÿ
i: pią0
pi
›››A1{2´ |φiy›››2 (S3)
Obviously, for a pair of operators A,B satisfying A ě B, we have that TrrρAs ě TrrρBs.
Let A be an (unbounded) operator A on some Banach space X , with domain DompAq. Such an operator is called
closed if its graph, that is tp|xy , A |xyq; |xy P DompAqu Ă X ˆ X, is closed. The spectrum of a closed operator A is
defined as the set [65, Definition 9.16]
sppAq ..“ tλ P C : λI ´A is not bijectiveu .
Henceforth, we often suppress the identity operator I in the expression pλI ´ Aq for notational simplicity. Here, a
closed operator B is said to be not bijective if there exists no bounded operator C with the property that: (i) for all
|ψy P H, one has that K |ψy P DompBq, and moreover BK |ψy “ |ψy; and (ii) for all |ψy P DompBq, it holds that
KB |ψy “ |ψy. We remind the reader that the spectrum of a self-adjoint positive operator is a closed subset of the
positive real half-line [65, Proposition 9.20].
A quantum channel with input system A and output system B is any completely positive, trace-preserving (CPTP)
linear map N : T1pHAq Ñ T1pHBq, where HA,HB are the Hilbert spaces corresponding to A,B, respectively. Our
input Hilbert spaces HA are often equipped with Hamiltonians, which we define as follows.
2Definition S7. A Hamiltonian on a Hilbert space H is a self-adjoint positive operator H ě 0 on H with dense domain
DompHq Ď H. A Hamiltonian H is said to be grounded if its ground state energy is zero, in formula min sppHq “ 0.
Next, given a superoperator L : T1pHAq Ñ T1pHBq that preserves self-adjointness, we introduce the family of
energy-constrained diamond norms (or simply EC diamond norms) [39? ? ]
}LA}H,E˛ ..“ sup
ρARPDpHARq: TrrρAHAsďE
}pLA b IRq pρARq}1 “ sup|ΨyAR: TrrΨAHAsďE
}pLA b IRq pΨARq}1 , (S4)
where E ě 0, R is an arbitrary auxiliary quantum system (ancilla), and the Hilbert space associated with the
composite AR is simply HAR ..“ HA bHR. The rightmost equality in (S4) follows by restricting the supremum to
pure states ρAR “ |ΨyxΨ|AR, which is possible due to purification and the data processing inequality.
Phase-space formalism
In this paper, givenm P N, we are concerned with the Hilbert space Hm ..“ L2pRmq of a so-calledm-mode oscillator,
which is the space of square-integrable functions on Rm. We denote by xj and pj the canonical position and momentum
operators on the jth mode. The jth creation and annihilation operators aj “ pxj ´ ipjq{
?
2 and a:j “ pxj ` ipjq{
?
2
satisfy the well-known canonical commutation relations (CCR):
raj , aks “ 0 , raj, a:ks “ δjkI , (S5)
where I denotes the identity operator on Hm. In terms of the vector of canonical operators R ..“ px1, p1, . . . , xm, pmq,
the above relations take the compact form rRj, Rks “ ipΩmqjk, where Ωm denotes the 2mˆ 2m standard symnplectic
form defined in (S1).
Next, given a real vector z ..“ ps1, . . . , sm, t1, . . . , tmq P R2m we define the displacement operator Dpzq as
Dpzq ..“ exp
”
i
ÿ
j
Rj zj
ı
“ Dp´zq: .
Due to (S5), the following relation is valid for any z, w P R2m:
DpzqDpwq “ Dpz ` wq e´ i2 z⊺Ωmw .
A quantum state on Hm is fully determined by its characteristic function χρ : R2m Ñ C given by:
χρpzq ..“ TrrρDpzqs .
A density operator is said to represent a Gaussian state if its characteristic function is that of a multivariate Gaussian
distribution, in formula
χρpzq “ exp
„
´1
4
z⊺γz ` iµ⊺z

,
where µ P R2m is its mean vector, i.e. a real vector of mean values µj ..“ TrrρRjs, and γ is the covariance matrix of ρ,
that is, the 2mˆ 2m real symmetric matrix whose entries are defined by
γjk ..“ Tr rρ tpRj ´mjq, pRk ´mkqus ,
with t¨, ¨u being the anti-commutator. In the general case of a (not necessarily Gaussian) state ρ, its covariance matrix
needs to satisfy the so-called uncertainty inequality
γ ě iΩm .
A bosonic Gaussian channel Φ : T1pHmq Ñ T1pHmq is defined as a linear map which, for all z P R2m, operates on
Dpzq according to
Φ:pDpzqq “ DpXzq exp
„
´1
4
z⊺Y z ` iv⊺z

, (S6)
3where Φ: denotes the dual map of Φ with respect to the Hilbert–Schmidt inner product, for a given fixed real vector
v P R2m, and Y,X P M2mpRq, with Y being a symmetric matrix, such that the following complete positivity condition
is satisfied:
Y ě ipΩm ´X⊺ΩmXq . (S7)
A bosonic Gaussian channel Φ is hence uniquely characterized by the triple pX,Y, vq for which (S7) holds. It maps
Gaussian states to Gaussian states, transforming the mean vector µ and the covariance matrix γ of the input Gaussian
state as follows:
Φ : µ ÞÑ Xµ` v ; γ ÞÑ XγX⊺ ` Y .
An important subset of bosonic Gaussian channels is the set of Gaussian unitary channels. The latter are char-
acterized by triples of the form pX, 0, vq, with X P Sp2mpRq, and v P R2m arbitrary. In the important case in which
X “ I2m, the channel acts as follows: Φp¨q ..“ Dpvqp¨qDpvq: . In the case in which v “ 0 and X P Sp2mpRq, the channel
is characterized by its induced action on the phase space R2m: for all z P R2m,
Φ:pDpzqq “ DpXzq .
ENERGY-CONSTRAINED DISCRIMINATION OF UNITARIES
Entanglement is not needed for optimal energy-constrained discrimination of two unitaries
As we have seen in the main text (Theorem 1), the expression for the EC diamond norm distance between two unitary
channels can be considerably simplified, eliminating in particular the need for local ancillary systems. This generalises
the seminal result of Aharonov et al. [18] (for an explicit proof, see Watrous [19, Theorem 3.55]). Such extensions
are made possible by the many improvements over the Toeplitz–Hausdorff theorem that have been investigated in the
dedicated literature [66–68].
Theorem 1. Let U, V be two unitary operators on a Hilbert spaceH of dimension dimH ě 3, and callUp¨q ..“ Up¨qU :,
Vp¨q ..“ V p¨qV : the associated unitary channels. Let H ě 0 be a grounded Hamiltonian on H, and fix E ą 0. Then
the EC diamond norm distance between U and V satisfies that
}U ´V}H,E˛ “ supxψ|H|ψyďE
››U |ψyxψ|U : ´ V |ψyxψ|V :››
1
“ 2
c
1´ inf
xψ|H|ψyďE
|xψ|U :V |ψy|2 . (S8)
In other words, in this case the supremum in the definition of EC diamond norm can be restricted to unentangled
pure states.
Before we delve into the proof of Theorem 1, we need to recall some basic results in matrix analysis. For an nˆ n
complex matrix Z, the field of values of Z is defined by [69, Definition 1.1.1]
F pZq ..“ txψ|Z|ψy : |ψy P Cnu Ă C . (S9)
For a thorough introduction to the subject, we refer the reader to the excellent book by Horn and Johnson [69,
Chapter 1]. The fundamental result here is the following.
Theorem S8 (Toeplitz–Hausdorff [70, 71]). For every complex matrix Z, the field of values F pZq Ă C defined by
(S9) is convex.
The above result is proved in many textbooks [69, Section 1.3]. Here we will rather be interested in more recent
improvements. A very intuitive generalised notion is that of k-dimensional field of k matrices. For a set of k complex
matrices Z1, . . . , Zk of size nˆ n, set
Fk pZ1, . . . , Zkq ..“ tpxψ|Z1|ψy , . . . , xψ|Zk|ψyq⊺ : |ψy P Cnu . (S10)
In general Fk pZ1, . . . , Zkq Ă Ck; however, if the matrices Zj are Hermitian, we will rather have that Fk pZ1, . . . , Zkq Ă
Rk. In this language, the Toeplitz–Haussdorf theorem can be also cast in the following alternative form: for every two
Hermitian matrices X,Y of the same size, the 2-dimensional field of values F2pX,Y q Ă R2 is convex. Naturally, this
is the same as Theorem S8 up to the identifications Z “ X ` iY and R2 » C. It turns out that something stronger
holds.
4Theorem S9 (Au-Yeung–Poon [66–68]). For any three Hermitian matrices X,Y, Z of the same size n ě 3, the
associated 3-dimensional field of values F3pX,Y, Zq Ă R3 defined by (S10) is convex.
We are now ready to prove our main result.
Proof of Theorem 1. We start by following the general approach put forth by Watrous [19, Theorem 3.55]. Let
|Ψy P H bH1 be an arbitrary bipartite pure state with Schmidt decomposition
|Ψy “
ÿ
i
?
pi |eiy |fiy .
The energy constraints on Ψ reads
xΨ|H b I|Ψy “
ÿ
i
pi xei|H |eiy ď E . (S11)
Furthermore, remembering that }|αyxα| ´ |βyxβ|}1 “ 2
b
1´ |xα|βy|2 for every pair of pure states |αy , |βy, we have
that
1
4
}ppU ´Vq b idq pΨq}21 “
1
4
››pU b Iq |ΨyxΨ| pU b Iq: ´ pV b Iq |ΨyxΨ| pV b Iq:››2
1
“ 1´ ˇˇxΨ|U :V b I|Ψyˇˇ2
“ 1´
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
i
pi xei|U :V |eiy
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
.
Therefore, denoting by ρ ..“ ři pi |eiyxei| the reduced state of Ψ on the first subsystem, we immediately see that
}U ´V}H,E˛ “ 2
b
1´ νE pU :V q2 , (S12)
νEpW q ..“ inf
ρ: TrrρHsďE
|TrrρW s| . (S13)
Note that the function νE in (S13) is well defined on all bounded operators.
The next step is to recast said function in terms of an optimisation over states with finite rank. Define the modified
function
sνEpW q ..“ inf
ρ: rkpρqă8,
TrrρHsďE
|TrrρW s| (S14)
We claim that in fact it holds that
νEpW q “ sνEpW q . (S15)
To see why this is the case, start by noting that νEpW q ď sνEpW q holds by definition. The other direction can be proved
as follows. Consider a state ρ such that TrrρHs ď E, and let ρ “ ř8k“0 λk |ψkyxψk| be its spectral decomposition,
with λk ą 0 for all k. Define pn ..“
řn´1
k“0 λk, as well as the two auxiliary states ρn
..“ 1
pn
řn´1
k“0 λk |ψkyxψk| and σn ..“
1
1´pn
ř8
k“n λk |ψkyxψk|, so that ρ “ pnρn`p1´pnqσn. Note that limnÑ8 pn “ 1 and therefore also limnÑ8 TrrρnHs “
TrrρHs ď E. Since E ą 0 “ min sppHq, we can pick a vector |φy P DompHq such that 0 ď xφ|H |φy ă E [65,
Proposition 9.18]. For all sufficiently large n P N, set
ωn ..“ qnρn ` p1´ qnq |φyxφ| ,
qn ..“ max
"
1,
E ´ xφ|H |φy
TrrρnHs ´ xφ|H |φy
*
.
Note that qn is well-defined for all sufficiently large n, and that limnÑ8 qn “ 1. Clearly, rkpωnq ď rkpρnq ` 1 ď n` 1,
and moreover
TrrωnHs “ qn pTrrρnHs ´ xφ|H |φyq ` xφ|H |φy ď E .
5Also, since
}ρ´ ωn}1 “ }ppn ´ qnqρn ` p1´ pnqσn ´ p1´ qnq |φyxφ|}1 ď |pn ´ qn| ` 2´ pn ´ qn ,
we deduce that
lim
nÑ8
}ρ´ ωn}1 “ 0 .
Since W is bounded, this implies that
lim
nÑ8
TrrωnW s “ TrrρW s .
Therefore,
|TrrρW s| “ lim
nÑ8
|TrrωnW s| ě sνEpW q .
Since this holds for all ρ appearing in the infimum in (S13), we obtain (S15).
We now show that one can further simplify (S14) by restricting the infimum to pure states only. That is, we claim
that
sνEpW q “ inf
|ψyPDompH1{2q:
xψ|H|ψyďE
|xψ|W |ψy| . (S16)
Clearly, plugging (S16) into (S12)–(S13) would conclude the proof. Therefore, it remains only to prove (S16). We
write that
sνEpW q 1“ inf
VĎDompH1{2q,
3ďdimVă8
inf
ρPDpV q,
TrrρHsďE
|TrrρW s|
2“ inf
VĎDompH1{2q,
3ďdimVă8
inf
px,y,zqPconvpRV q:
zďE
a
x2 ` y2
3“ inf
VĎDompH1{2q,
3ďdimVă8
inf
px,y,zqPRV :
zďE
a
x2 ` y2
“ inf
VĎDompH1{2q,
3ďdimVă8
inf
|ψyPV,
xψ|H|ψyďE
|xψ|W |ψy|
“ inf
|ψyPDompH1{2q:
xψ|H|ψyďE
|xψ|W |ψy| .
The above identities can be justified as follows. As a start, 1 is just a rephrasing of (S15); since enlarging V cannot
decrease the infimum, the added constraint that dimV ě 3 causes no loss of generality, and is there just for future
convenience. In 2 we defined the regions
RV
..“ F3
´
ΠVWRΠ
:
V , ΠVWIΠ
:
V , ΠVHΠ
:
V
¯
,
where ΠV : H Ñ V is the orthogonal projection onto the finite-dimensional subspace V , and W “ WR ` iWI , with
WR,WI bounded and self-adjoint. Note that the convex hull of RV appears because all density operators ρ P DpHq
are convex mixtures of pure states. In step 3 we applied the Au-Yeung–Poon Theorem S9, which guarantees that RV
is already a convex region of R3. This is made possible by the fact that ΠVWRΠ
:
V , ΠVWIΠ
:
V , and ΠVHΠ
:
V are all
finite-dimensional linear operators, i.e. matrices.
Remark 1. In the finite-dimensional case, for a normal[72] matrix Z the field of values coincides with the con-
vex hull of the spectrum, in formula F pZq “ conv psppZqq. In particular, in that case F pZq will be a poly-
gon. In general, this seems to be no longer the case when one imposes an energy constraint. In other words,
txψ|W |ψy : |ψy P H, xψ|H |ψy ď Eu Ă C will not be a polygon even when W is normal.
6Perfect discrimination with energy constraint in the multi-copy setting
The following generalises a celebrated result by Ac´ın [23], subsequently improved by Duan et al. [25, 26, 28].
Theorem 2. Let U, V be two distinct unitary operators on a Hilbert space H of dimension dimH ě 3, and denote
by Up¨q ..“ Up¨qU :, Vp¨q ..“ V p¨qV : the associated unitary channels. Let H ě 0 be a grounded Hamiltonian on H.
Then there exists a positive integer n such that n parallel uses of U and V can be discriminated perfectly with some
finite total energy E ă 8, i.e. ››Ubn ´Vbn››Hpnq, E˛ “ 2 , (S17)
where Hpnq ..“
řn
j“1Hj is the n-copy Hamiltonian, and Hj
..“ I b ¨ ¨ ¨ I bHb I ¨ ¨ ¨b I, with the H in the jth location.
Proof. For a bounded operator W and E ą 0, define the region of the complex plane
SEpW q ..“ txψ|W |ψy : xψ|H |ψy ď E; }ψ} “ 1u .
By Theorem 1, we have that }U ´V}H,E˛ “ 2 if and only if 0 P SEpU :V q. It is not too difficult to see that when W
is a normal operator it holds that
int
`
convpsppW qq˘ Ď ď
Eą0
SEpW q Ď convpsppW qq , (S18)
where sppW q is the spectrum ofW . The upper bound follows trivially from the spectral theorem, while the lower bound
can be proved as follows. Let z P int ` convpsppW qq˘ be a complex number. Clearly, there exists wi P sppW q (i “ 1, 2, 3)
such that z P int pconvtwiuiq. Pick ǫ ą 0 small enough so that in fact z P convtw1iui whenever |w1i ´ wi| ď ǫ for all
i “ 1, 2, 3. By the well-known existence of approximate eigenvectors of bounded operators [65, Proposition 7.7], we can
find normalised vectors |ψiy such that }W |ψiy ´ wi |ψiy} ď ǫ{2. This in particular implies that |xψi|W |ψiy ´ wi| ď ǫ{2.
Since H is densely defined, we can approximate each |ψiy with a vector |φiy P DompHq to any desired degree of
accuracy. In particular, we can safely assume that |xφi|W |φiy ´ wi| ď ǫ for all i “ 1, 2, 3. Clearly, we will have
that xφi|H |φiy ď E for some E ă 8. Moreover, our assumptions imply that z P conv txφi|W |φiyui. Therefore, by
the standard Toeplitz–Hausdorff Theorem S8 (see the original works [70, 71]), a linear combination |φy of the three
vectors |φiy will be such that xφ|W |φy “ z. By multiple applications of the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality, it is easy to
show that xφ|H |φy ď 3E. Incidentally, the Au-Yeung–Poon Theorem S9 would allow us to get the better estimate
xφ|H |φy ď E, which is however not needed. Therefore, z P S3EpW q, which completes the proof of (S18).
From now on we can follow the blueprint of Ac´ın’s proof [23]. Set W “ U :V . Since U ‰ V and thus W ‰ I,
we have that Θ ..“ supw,w1PsppW q targpwq ´ argpw1qu ą 0, where argpzq P p´π, πs. Picking n ..“
X
π
Θ
\ ` 1, we have
that 0 P int ` conv psp pWbnqq ˘. By (S18), this implies that 0 P SE pWbnq for some E ă 8, in turn ensuring that
}Ubn ´Vbn}H,E˛ “ 2.
Without further information on the interplay between the unitaries U, V and the Hamiltonian H , it is in general
not possible to say anything more specific about the value of the threshold energy E that allows to eventually achieve
perfect discrimination as per Theorem 2. To see this, consider the following example.
Example 1. Let H “ C2 be the Hilbert space of a single qubit. Set H “ |1yx1|, U “ I, and V “ |0yx0| ` eiθ |1yx1| “
eiθH , where 0 ă θ ă π. Let E ą 0 be such that }Ubn ´Vbn}Hpnq,E˛ “ 2 for some positive integer n, where as usual
Hpnq “
řn
j“1Hj . Then it holds that
E ě 1
12
`
?
6
9θ
. (S19)
Before delving into the proof of (S19), let us discuss its consequences. Since θ is arbitrary, it implies that no substantial
improvement over Theorem 2 is possible unless we give some additional information on the relationship between H
on the one hand and U, V on the other.
We now prove (S19). We use Theorem 1 to deduce from the hypotheses the existence of some vector |Ψy P `C2˘bn “
C2
n
such that xΨ|Hpnq|Ψy ď E and |xΨ|V bn|Ψy| “ 0. Defining the random variable K P t0, . . . , nu with probability
7distribution pk ..“
ř
j1,...,jnPt0,1u:
ř
α jα“k |xΨ|j1 . . . jny|
2
, we see that EK “ řnk“0 kpk ď E and ˇˇřnk“0 pkeikθ ˇˇ “ 0. By
Markov’s inequality, for every fixed k P t0, . . . , nu we have that PrtK ě ku ď E
k
, while
0 “ E eiθK ě PrtK ď k ´ 1u cosppk ´ 1qθq ´ PrtK ě ku ě cosppk ´ 1qθq ´ p1` cosppk ´ 1qθqq E
k
,
from which we deduce that
E ě max
kPt0,...,nu
k cosppk ´ 1qθq
1` cosppk ´ 1qθq
ě max
kPt0,...,nu
k
2
cosppk ´ 1qθq
ě max
kPt0,...,nu
k
2
ˆ
1´ 1
2
pk ´ 1q2θ2
˙
1ě max
xPR
x
2
ˆ
1´ 1
2
px´ 1q2θ2
˙
´ 1
4
2“
`?
θ2 ` 6` 2θ˘ `θ `?θ2 ` 6´ θ˘` 6˘
54θ
´ 1
4
ě 1
12
`
?
6
9θ
.
Here, 1 holds by applying Lagrange’s theorem, because the derivative of the function x ÞÑ x
2
`
1´ 1
2
px´ 1q2θ2˘ is at
most 1{2, and there is always an integer at a distance at most 1{2 from every real number. Finally, 2 follows by an
elementary maximisation whose details we leave to the reader.
TIME EVOLUTION AND QUANTUM SPEED LIMITS
We now turn to the study of the estimates on quantum evolutions for two different channels under energy constraints.
The subsequent theorem provides bounds on the dynamics of two closed quantum systems which evolve under the
action of two distinct Hamiltonians under an ‘energy constraint’. These bounds immediately lead to a quantum speed
limit, namely to a bound on the minimum time required for the two different dynamics to evolve a given state to a
pair of states which are a pre-specified distance d apart. The theorem is stated in a slightly more general form than
in the main text, where H is taken to be equal to H0.
Theorem 3. Consider self-adjoint operators H,H 1 and a positive semi-definite operator H0. Assume that |H | is
relatively bounded with respect to H0 and H ´H 1 is relatively H bounded with estimates for constants α, β, γ, δ ą 0
xψ||H ||ψy ď α xψ|H0|ψy ` β} |ψy }2 for all |ψy P Domp
a
H0q and
}pH ´H 1q |ψy } ď γ}H |ψy } ` δ} |ψy } for all |ψy P DompHq. (S20)
Then, it follows that Ut “ e´itH1 and Vt “ e´itH satisfy the estimate
}pUt ´ Vtq |ψy } ď 2
a
α xψ|H0|ψy ` β
?
γt` δt.
In particular, the minimum time t needed for pUtqtPR and pVtqtPR to evolve a state |ψy to a pair of states which are at
a pre-specified distance d apart, i.e. such that }pUt ´ Vtq |ψy } “ d, is bounded from below by
t ě p
a
dδ ` νpψq2 ´ νpψqq2
δ2
,
where νpψq ..“ γpα xψ|H0|ψy ` βq. Moreover, we find for the energy constrained diamond norm
}Ut ´Vt}H0,E˛ ď 2
?
2
a
αE ` β?γt` δt, (S21)
where Utp¨q ..“ Utp¨qU :t , Vtp¨q ..“ Vtp¨qV :t denote the associated unitary channels.
8Proof. For Ut ..“ e´iH1t and Vt “ e´iHt we have
pUt ´ Vtq |ψy “ ´
ż t
0
d
ds
pUt´sVsq |ψy ds “ ´i
ż t
0
Ut´spH 1 ´HqVs |ψy ds. (S22)
Then, it follows by optimizing λ “ |z| where EH is the spectral measure of H
sup
λą0
λ}Hpλ` iHq´1 |ψy }2 “ sup
λą0
ż
sppHq
λz2pλ2 ` z2q´1d xψ|EHpzq|ψy ď xψ||H ||ψy
2
. (S23)
Using the relative boundedness of H ´H 1 with respect to H , and the fact that }pλ ` iHq´1 |ψy } ď λ´1} |ψy } for
λ ą 0, we obtain
λ1{2}pH 1 ´Hqpλ` iHq´1 |ψy } ď γ}λ1{2Hpλ` iHq´1 |ψy } ` δλ1{2}pλ` iHq´1 |ψy }
ď γ}λ1{2Hpλ` iHq´1 |ψy } ` δλ´1{2} |ψy }.
(S24)
Now, decomposing |ψy “ λpλ ` iHq´1 |ψy ` iHpλ` iHq´1 |ψy “.. |ψλy ´ |ϕλy ,
we conclude using the integral formula from above with K ..“ supsPr0,ts }λ1{2Hpλ` iHq´1Vs |ψy }
}pUt ´ Vtq |ψλy } ď
ż t
0
}pH 1 ´HqVs |ψλy } ds ď sup
sPr0,ts
}λ1{2pH 1 ´Hqpλ ` iHq´1Vs |ψy }λ1{2t
ď γt sup
sPr0,ts
}λ1{2Hpλ` iHq´1Vs |ψy }λ1{2 ` tδ} |ψy }
ď γtKλ1{2 ` δt.
(S25)
On the other hand,
}pUt ´ Vtq |ϕλy } ď 2} |ϕλy } ď 2Kλ´1{2. (S26)
Choosing λ “ 2
γt
, we find from combining (S25) with (S26)
}pUt ´ Vtq |ψy } ď 2
?
2K
?
γt` δ.
Using (S23) we find
}pUt ´ Vtq |ψy } ď 2
a
α xψ|H0|ψy ` β| |ψy |2
?
γt` δt.
By Theorem 1, it suffices, in order to show (S21), to consider rank-1 states ρ “ |ϕyxϕ| “ λpλ ` iHq´1ρ ` iHpλ `
iHq´1ρ “.. ρλ ´ σλ. We then note that
}pUt ´Vtqpρλq}1 ď 2}pUt ´ Vtqρλ}1
ď 2
ż t
0
}pH ´H 1qVsρλ}1 ds
ď 2 sup
sPr0,ts
}λ1{2pH ´H 1qpλ` iHq´1e´iHsρ}1λ1{2t
ď 2λ1{2 sup
sPr0,ts
b
tr ppH ´H 1qpλ ` iHq´1e´iHsρeiHspλ ´ iHq´1pH ´H 1qqλ1{2t
ď 2λ1{2 sup
sPr0,ts
››pH ´H 1qpλ` iHq´1e´iHs |ϕy››λ1{2t
ď 2λ1{2 sup
sPr0,ts
`
γ
∥
∥Hpλ` iHq´1 |ϕy∥∥` λ´1δ˘λ1{2t
ď 2
´
γλ}Hpλ` iHq´1 |ϕy }λ1{2t` δt
¯
ď 2
´
γKλ1{2t` δt
¯
(S27)
9where K :“ supsPr0,ts }λ1{2Hpλ` iHq´1Vs |ϕy }. Moreover, we find
}pUt ´Vtqσλ}1 ď 2λ´1{2K.
Thus choosing λ “ 1
γt
we find
}pUt ´Vtqpρq}1 ď 4
?
γtK ` δt ď 2
?
2
a
γt trp|H |ρq ` δt
The claim for this case then follows as before.
The above Theorem 3 is sharp up to constants. For a special case, this has already been verified in [48]. To see
why, define the universal function
fpsq ..“ sup
Hě0, min sppHq“0
1
2
}UH ´ I}H,s˛ , (S28)
defined for all s ą 0, where the supremum is over all self-adjoint positive operators H ě 0 with 0 in the spectrum, and
UHp¨q ..“ e´iHp¨qeiH . The purpose of doing so is to eliminate the (fictitious) double dependence of (S21) on E and t.
In fact, the invariance of both sides under the scaling transformation H ÞÑ λH , t ÞÑ λ´1t, and E ÞÑ λE implies that
the optimal form of the right-hand side can depend only on the product Et “.. s. The function f then captures the
optimal quantum speed limit bound. We verify the following.
Lemma S10. The universal function f defined by (S28) satisfies that
fpsq ě 2
c
spπ ` 2sq
π2 ` 4πs` 8s2 “
2
?
s?
π
`O
´
s3{2
¯
, (S29)
where the expansion on the rightmost side is for sÑ 0`. For s P r0, π{2s we have also the better bound
fpsq ě 2
c
s
π
´
1´ s
π
¯
. (S30)
Proof. We start by proving (S29). Consider a single harmonic oscillator with creation and annihilation operators a:
and a, respectively, so that a:a is the photon number operator. For µ P r0, 1q and s ą 0, construct Hs,µ ..“ p1´µqsµ a:a,
and define the state
|ψµy ..“
a
1´ µ
8ÿ
n“0
µn{2 |ny , (S31)
where |ny “ pn!q´1{2pa:qn |0y is the nth Fock state. Note that Hs,µ ě 0 and min sppHs,µq “ 0. Moreover,
xψµ|Hs,µ|ψµy “ p1´ µq
2s
µ
8ÿ
n“0
nµn “ s ,
where the last equality is deduced by summing the arithmetic–geometric series. A similar computation yields
ˇˇxψµ|e´iHs,µ |ψµyˇˇ “ p1 ´ µq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 8ÿ
n“0
µne´i
p1´µqs
µ
n
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
“ 1´ µˇˇˇ
1´ µ e´i p1´µqsµ
ˇˇˇ
“ 1´ µc
1` µ2 ´ 2µ cos
´
p1´µqs
µ
¯ .
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Therefore,
fpsq ě 1
2
››UHs,µ ´ I››Hs,µ, s˛
ě 1
2
››`UHs,µ ´ I˘ p|ψµyq››1
“
b
1´ |xψµ|e´iHs,µ |ψµy|2
“
gfffe 2µ
´
1´ cos
´
p1´µqs
µ
¯¯
1` µ2 ´ 2µ cos
´
p1´µqs
µ
¯ .
An analytical maximisation over µ turns out not to be possible. However, we can get a sufficiently good estimate of
the bound by making the ansatz µ “ 2s
2s`π , which yields precisely (S29).
To prove (S30) for 0 ď s ď π{2, consider a single qubit with Hilbert space H “ C2, equipped with the Hamiltonian
Hs,p ..“ s1´p |1yx1|, where p P r0, 1q is an auxiliary parameter. Define the state |ψpy ..“
?
p |0y ` ?1´ p |1y, and note
that xψp|Hs,p|ψpy ď s. Therefore,
fpsq ě 1
2
››UHs,p ´ I››Hs,p, s˛
ě 1
2
››`UHs,p ´ I˘ pψpq››1
“
b
1´ |xψp|e´iHs,p |ψpy|2
“ 2
a
pp1´ pq
ˇˇˇˇ
sin
ˆ
s
2p1´ pq
˙ˇˇˇˇ
.
Again, maximising in p analytically is not feasible. The ansatz p “ 1 ´ s
π
however yields (S30). This completes the
proof.
We illustrate the applicability of Theorem 3 by deducing the following corollary.
Corollary 4. With the notations of Theorem 3, we let H 1 “ řjk ´Xjka:jak ` Yjkaj ak ` Y :jka:j a:k¯ with X Hermitian
and H “ H0 “
řn
k“1 dka
:
kak where D “ diagpd1, . . . , dnq, with dk ą 0, then
}pH ´H 1q |ψy } ď
?
3n}D´1} p}X ´D}2 ` 2}Y }2qloooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooon
“..α
}H |ψy } ` n
ˆ
2´1{2}X ´D}2 `
b
4`
?
7}Y }2
˙
loooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooon
“..β
} |ψy }.
In particular,
}pe´itH ´ e´itH1q |ψy } ď 2
a
xψ|H |ψy?αt` βt.
Proof. We first record the following simple estimate, using that all the terms in the double sum are positive,
}H |ψy }2 “
ÿ
jk
dkdj xa:kak
b
a
:
jajψ|
b
a
:
jajψy ě
ÿ
k
|dk|2}a:kak |ψy }2 ě
ÿ
k
}a:kak |ψy }2
}D´1}2 . (S32)
The relative boundedness is due to the following simple estimate:
}pH ´H 1q |ψy } ď
nÿ
j,k“1
´
}pXjk ´ dkδjkqa:jak |ψy } ` }Yjkajak |ψy } ` }Y :jka:ja:k |ψy }
¯
ď
gffe nÿ
j,k“1
|pXjk ´ dkδjkq|2
gffe nÿ
j,k“1
}a:jak |ψy }2 ` }Y }2
¨˝gffe nÿ
j,k“1
}ajak |ψy }2 `
gffe nÿ
j,k“1
}a:ja:k |ψy }2‚˛
(S33)
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Using now that
}a:jak |ψy }2 “ xψ|a:kaja:jak|ψy “ xψ|a:kakaja:j |ψy ď }a:kak |ψy }2 `
}a:jaj |ψy }2
2
` } |ψy }
2
2
for j ‰ k
}akaj |ψy }2 “ }a:ja:k |ψy }2 “ xψ|a:ja:kajak|ψy “ xψ|a:jajaka:k|ψy ď }a:jaj |ψy }2 `
}a:kak |ψy }2
2
` } |ψy }
2
2
for j ‰ k
}a2k |ψy }2 “ xψ|a:kaka:kak|ψy ´ xψ|a:kak|ψy ď }a:kak |ψy }2
}pa:kq2 |ψy }2 “ xψ|akaka:ka:k|ψy “ xψ|aka:kaka:k|ψy ` xψ|aka:k|ψy ď
3
2
}aka:k |ψy }2 `
1
2
} |ψy }2 “ 3
2
}pa:kak ` 1q |ψy }2 `
} |ψy }2
2
.
ď 3}a:kak |ψy }2 `
7} |ψy }2
2
.
(S34)
we find that
}pH ´H 1q |ψy } ď p1` 2´1{2q?np}X ´D}2 ` }Y }2q
¨˝gffe nÿ
k“1
}a:kak |ψy }2‚˛` 2´1{2np}X ´D}2 ` }Y }2q} |ψy }
` }Y }2
?
n
¨˝
p1` 2´1{2q
gffe nÿ
k“1
}a:kak |ψy }2 `
c
7n
2
} |ψy }‚˛
ď
?
3n}D´1} p}X ´D}2 ` 2}Y }2q }H |ψy } ` n
ˆ
2´1{2}X ´D}2 `
b
4`
?
7}Y }2
˙
} |ψy }.
(S35)
In light of Theorem 2, we could wonder whether EC perfect discrimination between any two distinct unitary groups
Ut “ e´itK and U 1t “ e´itK
1
could always be achieved by simply waiting for a long enough time t. The following
example shows that, depending on the choice of a Hamiltonian H that measures the energy, this may not be the case.
Example 2. Let f1, f2 P L2pRq be the two functions given by
f1pxq ..“ κ1 1levenpxq?
1` x2 , f2pxq “
κ2 1loddpxq?
1` x2 ,
where
1levenpxq ..“
#
1 for x P r2n, 2n` 1s, n P Z ,
0 otherwise,
1loddpxq “ 1´1levenpxq, and the constants κi are such that
ş`8
´8 dx |fipxq|2 “ 1 for i “ 1, 2. We denote with |f1y and |f2y
the state vectors whose wave functions are given by (2). Also, set F ..“ span t|f1y , |f2yu, so thatH1 “ L2pRq “ F‘FK.
Note that the multiplication operator |x| satisfies that Dom `|x|1{2˘ X F “ t0u. That is, all non-zero elements in F
have infinite energy with respect to the Hamiltonian |x|.
Now, define self-adjoint operators on H1 by
K ..“ diagp1, 0q ‘ 0 , K 1 ..“ 1
2
ˆ
1 ´1
´1 1
˙
‘ 0 ,
where the splitting is with respect to the above orthogonal decomposition of H1. Note that K and K 1 only act
non-trivially on the F subspace. The EC diamond norm of the difference Ut ´U1t, where Utp¨q ..“ e´itKp¨qeitK and
U
1
tp¨q ..“ e´itK
1p¨qeitK1 , is given by
››Ut ´U1t››|x|,E˛ “ supxg||x||gyďE 2
b
1´ |xg|eitKe´itK1 |gy|2 .
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This can be equal to 2 for some appropriate choice of t only if there exists a sequence of states p|gnyqnPN
such that xgn||x||gny ď E for all n and moreover xgn|eitKe´itK1 |gny ÝÝÝÑ
nÑ8 0, which in turn implies that›››pe´itK ´ e´itK1q |gny››› ÝÝÝÑ
nÑ8
?
2. Since it is not difficult to verify by an explicit computation that›››pe´itK ´ e´itK1q |gny››› ďa1´ cosptq }ΠF |gny} ,
where ΠF is the orthogonal projector onto F , we see that we must have t “ π and }ΠF |gny} ÝÝÝÑ
nÑ8 1. Since F is two-
dimensional, we can assume – up to considering subsequences – that ΠF |gny ÝÝÝÑ
nÑ8 |gy, where the wave function g P
L2pRq is normalised, i.e. ş`8´8 dx |gpxq|2 “ 1. Standard measure-theoretic results imply that up to taking a subsequence
we can further assume that gn
a.e.ÝÝÝÑ
nÑ8 g, where ‘a.e.’ stands for ‘almost everywhere’, i.e. limnÑ8 gnpxq “ gpxq for all
x P RzS, with S of zero Lebesgue measure. Applying Fatou’s lemma now shows that
xg||x||gy “
ż `8
´8
dx |x||gpxq|2 ď lim inf
nÑ8
ż `8
´8
dx |x||gnpxq|2 “ lim inf
nÑ8
xgn||x||gny ď E ,
which is a contradiction since we assumed that |gy P F and } |gy } “ 1, and non-zero elements of F cannot be in the
domain of |x|1{2.
Open quantum systems
In this section we establish estimates on the dynamics of a quantum system with dissipation governed by an
unbounded Lindbladian of GKLS-type. In particular, we address the question by how much the dynamics of a closed
quantum systems can possibly differ from the dynamics of an open quantum system with the same Hamiltonian part
as the closed quantum system when an energy constrained is imposed.
Let pΛtqtě0 be a strongly continuous quantum dynamical semigroup (QDS) on T1pHq, that is a semigroup of
quantum channels Λt indexed on some (time) parameter t ě 0. By strong convergence, we mean that for all ρ P DpHq,
Λtpρq Ñ ρ in trace norm, as t Ñ 0. This condition assures the existence of a (possibly unbounded) generator, call it
L and of dense domain DompLq Ă T1pHq, so that for all ρ P DompLq:
}t´1pΛtpρq ´ ρq ´Lpρq}1 Ñ 0 as tÑ 0 ,
In the following, we will sometimes assume that the generator L has the standard GKLS form: Let G : DompGq Ă
H Ñ H be the generator of a contraction semigroup pPtqtě0 (i.e. }Pt} ď 1 for all t ě 0) and consider (possibly
unbounded) Lindblad operators pLlqlPN with DompGq Ă DompLlq such that for all x, y P DompGq :
xGx|yy ` xx|Gyy `
ÿ
lPN
xLlx|Llyy “ 0.
There exists then a weak˚ continuous semigroup pΛ:tq on the space of bounded linear operator BpHq with a generator
L
: such that for all S P BpHq and x, y P DompGq
L
:pSqpx, yq “ xGx|Syy `
ÿ
lPN
xLlx|SLlyy ` xx|SGyy .
In order to describe an open quantum system of Lindblad-type, we take G to be the formal operator G “
´ 1
2
ř8
l“1 L
:
lLl ´ iH. For G to be a generator of a contraction semigroup, it suffices to assume that ´ 12
ř8
l“1 L
:
lLl
is relatively H bounded with H-bound ă 1. Our main result of this section is the following:
Theorem 5. Let Utpρq ..“ e´iHtρeiHt be the dynamics of the closed quantum system and assume that for all
ψ P DompHq the following relative boundedness condition holds
}pp´iHq ´Gq |ψy } “ 1
2
›››››ÿ
lPN
pL:lLlq |ψy
››››› ď α}H |ψy } ` β} |ψy } , (S36)
with α ă 1 and β P p0,8q, then it follows that the difference of the dynamics of the closed quantum system, governed
by pUtqtě0, and the open quantum system, governed by pΛtqtě0, satisfies
}Ut ´ Λt}|H|,E˛ ď 4
´
21{4
?
αEt` βt
¯
.
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Moreover, this implies that for pUtqtPR and pΛtqtě0 to evolve a state ρ by a distance d ..“ }pUt ´ Λtqρ}1, we find the
quantum speed limit
t ě
˜a?
2αE ` dβ ´ 21{4?αE
β
¸2
.
Finally, let H be a Hamiltonian, then the QMSs pΛtqtě0 and pΛ1tqtě0 for two different pairs of families of bounded
Lindblad operators pLlq and pL1lq and generators G “ ´iH ´ 12
ř
l L
:
lLl and G
1 “ ´iH ´ 1
2
ř
lpL1lq:L1l, respectively,
satisfies
} rΛ1t ´ rΛt}˛ ď tÿ
lPN
˜
}L:lLl ´ pL1lq:L1l} ` }Ll ´ L1l}p}Ll} ` }L1l}q
¸
. (S37)
Proof. In the sequel, we write rX ..“ X b idCn for operators X on H and also rX ..“ X b idBpCnq for superoperators.
We first establish a propagation estimate where we compare the QDS pΛtqtě0 and the semigroup defined byVtpSq ..“
P
:
t SPt. For this purpose, let x P DompG˜q, then
}p rVt ´ rΛtqp|xy xx|q}1 “ sup
}S}“1
xx|p rV:t ´ rΛ:tqpSqxy “ sup
}S}“1
ż t
0
d
ds
xx| rV:t´sprΛ:spSqqxy ds
“ sup
}S}“1
˜ż t
0
´x rG rPt´sx|prΛ:spSqq rPt´sxy ` x rPtx|prΛ:spSqq rPt´s rGxy ds
`
ż t
0
x rG rPt´sx|prΛ:spSqq rPt´sxy ` x rPt´sx|prΛ:spSqq rG rPt´sxy ds
`
8ÿ
l“1
ż t
0
xrLl rPt´sx|prΛ:spSqqrLl rPt´sxy ds
¸
ď
8ÿ
l“1
ż t
0
}rLl rPt´sx}2 ds “ ´2 ż t
0
ℜpx rPt´sx| rG rPt´sxyq ds
“
ż t
0
d
dt
} rPt´sx}2 ds “ }x}2 ´ } rPtx}2.
(S38)
Hence, we conclude that for a density operator ρ we have for the semigroup defined by rUtpρq “ eiĂHtρe´iĂHt
}p rUt ´ rΛtqpρq}1 ď }p rUt ´ rVtqpρq}1 ` }p rVt ´ rΛtqpρq}1
ď 2}pe´iĂHt ´ rPtqρ}1 ` p1´ trp rPtρ rP :t qq “ 2}pe´iĂHt ´ rPtqρ}1 ` trpe´iĂHtρeiĂHt ´ rPtρ rP :t q
ď 4}pe´iĂHt ´ rPtqρ}1 ď 4 ż t
0
›››p´i rH ´ rGqe´iĂHsρ›››
1
ds “ 2
ż t
0
››››› 8ÿ
l“1
rL:l rLle´iĂHsρ
›››››
1
ds.
(S39)
Now, let us decompose ρ “ λpλ ` iH˜q´1ρ` iH˜pλ ` iH˜q´1ρ “.. ρλ ´ σλ. We notice that by [? , Theo. 7.1.20], the
relative boundedness of p´iHq ´G with respect to H implies the relative boundedness of p´i rHq ´ rG with respect to
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rH with the same coefficient. Hence, we find, using the spectral decomposition ρλ “ ř8i“1 λi |ϕiyxϕi| ,
}p rUt ´ rΛtqρλ}1 ď 4 ż t
0
}
8ÿ
l“1
1
2
rL:l rLle´iĂHsρλ}1 ds
ď 4 sup
sPr0,ts
}λ1{2 1
2
8ÿ
l“1
rL:l rLlpλ ` i rHq´1e´iĂHsρ}1λ1{2t
ď 4λ1{2 sup
sPr0,ts
gffetr˜1
2
8ÿ
l“1
rL:l rLlpλ` i rHq´1e´iĂHsρeiĂHspλ´ i rHq´1 12
8ÿ
l“1
rL:l rLl
¸
λ1{2t
ď 4λ1{2 sup
sPr0,ts
gffe 8ÿ
i“1
λi
›››››12
8ÿ
l“1
rL:l rLlpλ` i rHq´1e´iĂHs |ϕiy
›››››
2
λ1{2t
ď 4λ1{2 sup
sPr0,ts
gffe 8ÿ
i“1
λi
´
α
∥
∥
∥ rHpλ` i rHq´1 |ϕiy∥∥∥` λ´1β¯2λ1{2t
ď 4
¨˝gffe 8ÿ
i“1
λiα2λ} rHpλ` i rHq´1 |ϕiy }2λ1{2t` βt‚˛
ď 4
ˆ
α
b
trp| rH |ρqλ1{2t` βt˙ .
(S40)
On the other hand,
}p rUt ´ rΛtqσλ}1 ď 2t}σλ}1 ď 2
¨˝gffe 8ÿ
i“1
λi sup
λą0
λ}H˜pλ` iH˜q´1 |ϕiy }2‚˛λ´1{2 ďb2 trp ˜|H |ρqλ´1{2 (S41)
Choosing λ “ 1
2
?
2αt
, we find from combining (S40) with (S41)
}p rUt ´ rΛtqρ} ď 4ˆ21{4bα trp| rH |ρqt` βt˙ .
To see (S37), we use that for the basis expansion rΛ1t´spρq “ ř8n“1 λnpsq |ϕnpsqyxϕnpsq|
}p rΛ1t ´ rΛtqpρq}1 “ sup
}S}“1
Tr
´
p rΛ1:t ´ rΛ:tqpSqρ¯ “ sup
}S}“1
ż t
0
d
ds
Tr
´ rΛ1:t´sprΛ:spSqqρ¯ ds
“ sup
}S}“1
8ÿ
n“1
˜ż t
0
λnpsq xϕnpsq|rΛspSqp rG´ rG1qϕnpsqy
` xp rG´ rG1qϕnpsq|rΛspSqp rG´ rG1qϕnpsqy
`
ÿ
lPN
´
xprLl ´ rL1lqϕnpsq|rΛspSqrLlϕnpsqy ` xrL1lϕnpsq|rΛspSqprLl ´ rL1lqϕnpsqy¯
¸
ds
ď t
ÿ
lPN
˜
}L:lLl ´ pL1lq:L1l} ` }Ll ´ L1l}p}Ll} ` }L1l}q
¸
.
(S42)
Remark 2. The relative boundedness condition (S36) ensures that the Lindblad operators Lℓ do not induce very
fast transitions from low-energy subspaces of the Hamiltonian. If that were the case, then it would be possible to
discriminate the unitary evolution from the open-system dynamics even at very short evolution times by simply
preparing the ground state of H at then testing whether the evolved system is still in the same state.
We continue by giving some applications of Theorem 5. Since this example depends on the precise ratio of masses
we include physical examples in the following example:
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Example 3 (Linear quantum Boltzmann equation [? ? ]). Consider a particle with mass parameter M and a
closed quantum system described by the Hamiltonian H0 “ ´ ~22M∆ ` V. The linear quantum Boltzmann equation
describes the motion of this particle in the presence of an additional ideal gas of particles with mass m distributed as
µβppq “ 1π3{2p3
β
e´|p|
2{p2β where pβ “
a
2m{β.
In addition, we assume here the Born approximation of scattering theory [? ]: Let mred “ mM{pm `Mq be the
reduced mass and ngas the density of gas particles. We assume that the scattering potential between the gas particles
and the single particle is of short-range and smooth such that V is a Schwartz function. The scattering amplitude is
then fppq “ ´mred
2π~2
FpV qpp{~q, where F denotes the Fourier transform.
The ideal gas causes both an energy shift Hper “ ´2π~2 ngasmredℜpfp0qq such that the full Hamiltonian reads H “
H0 `Hper and also leads to an additional dissipative part [? ]. Using the standard momentum operator P “ ´i~∇x,
we can then introduce operators
LpP, kq “
dc
βm
2π
ngas
mred |k|
fp´kq exp
¨˚
˝´β
´
p1` m
M
q |k|2 ` 2m
M
xP |ky
¯2
16m |k|2
‹˛‚. (S43)
The linear quantum Boltzmann equation describing the evolution of the particle state ρ is then
d
dt
ρptq “ ´irH, ρptqs `
ż
R3
ˆ
eixk|xyLpP, kqρLpP, kq:e´ixk|xy ´ 1
2
tρ, LpP, kq:LpP, kqu
˙
dk.
The perturbation Hper and due to ż
R3
∥
∥LpP, kq:LpP, kq∥∥ dk ă 8,
the dissipative part are both bounded such that the dynamics of the linear quantum Boltzmann equation can be
easily compared to the asymptotics of the closed system governed by the equation d
dt
ρptq “ ´irH0, ρptqs. Since the
dissipative part is bounded, Theorem 5 implies that the difference between the open quantum dynamics and the closed
quantum dynamics described by the Hamiltonian H0 is Optq.
Example 4 (Damped and pumped harmonic oscillator, [? ]). The closed-system dynamics shall just be described
by a rescaled number operator H “ ζa:a for some ζ ą 0. We then consider in addition damping V pρq ..“ γÓaρa:
and pumping W pρq ..“ γÒa:ρa operators with transition rates γÓ, γÒ ě 0. The physical processes of damping and
pumping the system can then be described by Lindblad operators LÓ ..“ ?γÓa and LÒ ..“ ?γÒa:. The operator
K “ ´ 1
2
´
L
:
ÓLÓ ` L:ÒLÒ
¯
is then dissipative and self-adjoint, such that Theorem 5 applies, if the transition rates are
assumed to be sufficiently small. Theorem 5 implies that the difference between the open quantum dynamics and the
closed quantum dynamics described by the Hamiltonian H is Op?t` tq.
Next, we study the evolution of quantum particles under Brownian motion which is obtained as the diffusive limit
of the quantum Boltzmann equation, cf. 3 [? , Section 5].
Example 5 (Quantum Brownian motion,[? ], [? ]). We take as a Hamiltonian H “ ´ d2
dx2
`x2 the harmonic oscillator
and consider as Lindblad operators modified creation and annihilation operators Lj “ γjx` βj ddx for γj , βj P C. The
dynamics of a particle undergoing a quantum Brownian motion is then described by the following Lindblad equation
Btρ “ ´irH, ρs ` ipλ{2q prp, tx, ρus ´ rx, tp, ρusq ´Dpprx, rx, ρss ´Dxxrp, rp, ρss
`Dxprp, rx, ρss `Dpxrx, rp, ρss
(S44)
with diffusion parameters Dxx “ |γ1|
2`|γ2|2
2
, Dpp “ |β1|
2`|β2|2
2
, Dxp “ Dpx “ ´ℜγ
:
1β1`γ:2β2
2
, and λ “ ℑ
´
γ
:
1β1 ` γ:2β2
¯
.
The auxiliary operator K “ ´ 1
2
ř2
j“1 L
:
jLj is then relatively H-bounded and, assuming parameters γi, βi are suffi-
ciently small, the operator G “ iH ´K is the generator of a contraction semigroup on DompHq. As in the previous
example, Theorem 5 implies that the difference between the open quantum dynamics and the closed quantum dynamics
described by the Hamiltonian H is Op?t` tq.
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Example 6 (Quantum optics / Jaynes-Cummings model [? ]). Quantum systems that couple a harmonic oscillator
to another two-level systems are common toy examples in quantum optics and often referred to as Jaynes-Cummings
models. One example of a Jaynes-Cummings model is the coupling of a two-state ion to a harmonic trap with trapping
strength ν ą 0. In addition, for detuning parameter ∆ and Rabi frequency Ω, the Lindblad equation with Hamiltonian
H “ IC2νa:a` ∆
2
σz ´ Ω
2
pσ` ` σ´q sin
`
ηpa` a:q˘ ,
where η is the Lamb-Dicke parameter, and with Lindblad operators L “ ?Γσ´, L: “
?
Γσ` has been introduced
in [? ] for this model. The parameter Γ models the decay rate of the excited state of the ion. The underlying
Hilbert space can therefore be taken as ℓ2pNq b C2 and as the Lindblad operators are just bounded operators, all
conditions of Theorem 5 are trivially satisfied. The boundedness of the Lindblad operators implies therefore that by
Theorem 5 that the difference between the open quantum dynamics and the closed quantum dynamics described by
the Hamiltonian H is Optq.
In greater generality, various models of quantum optics can be cast in the following form [? ]: As the Hamiltonian
part H we take for matrices hj P CMˆM
H “
˜
hj
Nź
k“1
pa:kqnkpakqmk `H. a.
¸
on a Hilbert space H “ ℓ2pNqbN b CM ; (In the above, H.a. stands for ’Hermitian adjoint’). The Lindblad operators
are also rescaled creation and annihilation operators of the form Lk “ λkak or Lk “ λka:k, i.e. ak is the annihilation
operator acting on the k-th factor of the tensor product ℓ2pNqbN and λk ě 0 is assumed to be a positive semi-definite
matrix on CM .
To conclude, operators ´ 1
2
L
:
kLk are self-adjoint and dissipative and thus for a large class of Hamiltonians H the
asymptotics of Theorem 5 is applicable and yields a Op?t` tq estimate on the difference between the open and closed
system quantum dynamics described by H , only.
A SOLOVAY–KITAEV THEOREM FOR SYMPLECTIC UNITARIES
Given a unitary operation U , determining how short a concatenation of base gates is required to approximate U
is a fundamental problem in quantum computation with practical relevance in the construction of efficient quantum
processors. The celebrated Solovay–Kitaev theorem [? ? ] provides an answer to this question by exhibiting an
efficient algorithm for quantum compiling (see also the following non-exhaustive list [? ? ? ? ? ? ? ] of more
modern treatments, generalizations and refinements):
Theorem S11 (Solovay–Kitaev). For any U1, ..., Un P SUpdq such that the group xU1, ..., Uny they generate is dense
in SUpdq, there exists a constant C and a procedure for approximating any U P SUpdq to a precision ε ą 0 with a
string of U1, ..., Un and their inverses of length no greater than C log
cp1{εq, where c „ 4 and C is independent of U
and ε. This procedure can be implemented in a time polynomial in logp1{εq.
The Solovay–Kitaev Theorem has the following important corollary.
Corollary S12 ([? ] Corollary 8). For any family of universal gates, there exists a constant C such that any quantum
circuit with ℓ arbitrary gates can be constructed from fewer than Cℓ logcpℓq logp1{δq universal gates with probability of
error at most δ.
The proof of the Solovay–Kitaev theorem consists of an iterative procedure for the construction of ε-nets over
the set SUpdq around the identity. It relies on the approximation of SUpdq by its Lie algebra and for this reason is
generalisable to any compact semi-simple Lie group. An extension to the case of a non-compact Lie group G whose
Lie algebra g is perfect (that is, g “ rg, gs) was provided by [? ]. Fortunately, the symplectic group Sp2mpRq belongs
to this class. However, the distance used in order to measure the approximation in [? ] is a Riemannian left-invariant
distance on the group G (see also [? ? ? ]) whose physical interpretation (for instance in terms of the maximal
amount squeezing allowed) is not obvious at first glance. Here, we propose to extend the Solovay–Kitaev theorem to
the setting where one wants to approximate a quantum circuit made out of m-mode Gaussian unitary gates. Our
main theorem is the following: we recall that the number operator is defined as N ..“ řmj“1 a:jaj .
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Theorem 6. Let m P N, r ą 0, E ą 0 and define Spr2mpRq to be the set of all symplectic transformations S such that
}S´ I}8 ď r. Then, there exists a constant C ” Cprq ă p2` rqp47r2 ` 104r` 156q such that given 0 ă ε0 ď Cprq´2,
any ε0-net Nε0 of elements in Sp
r
2mpRq of size |Nε0 | ď p3r{ε0q4m
2
is such that for any symplectic transformation
S P Spr2mpRq and every 0 ă δ ă πrp1 ` rqp2
?
2m` πqs´1, there exists a finite sequence S1 of polyplog δ´1q elements
from Nε0 and their inverses, which can be found in time polyplog δ´1q such that
}US ´US1}N,E˛ ď 12
d
3m3{2
p1 `Rqδ
1´ p1`Rqδ pE ` 1q .
The proof of Theorem 6 is an adaptation of an argument by Aharonov et al. [? , Theorem 7.6], which applies to
the case of the group Sp2mpRq. We will leverage the estimates derived in Corollary 4. Thanks to these bounds, we
first show that Theorem 6 can be reduced to a result on approximations of symplectic matrices.
Proposition S13. With the notations of Theorem 6, the sequence S1 satisfies
}S ´ S1}8 ď δ .
Before proving Proposition S13, we show how it implies Theorem 6.
Reduction of Theorem 6 to Proposition S13. From Theorem 3, for any quadratic Hamiltonian of the form H “ř
jk
´
Xjka
:
jak ` Yjkajak ` Y :jka:ja:k
¯
with X “ X:, the energy constrained diamond norm between the unitary con-
jugation UX,Y p.q ..“ e´iHp.qeiH and the identity superoperator id is upper bounded as follows:
}UX,Y ´ id }N,E˛ ď 3
?
2
a
αE ` β
where α and β are such that (4) is satisfied for S ” N . Moreover, from the bound found in (S35), we obtain the
following relative N -boundedness of H : for all |ψy P DompNq,
}pH ´H 1q |ψy } ď p1` 2´1{2q?mp}X ´ Z}2 ` }Y }2q
¨˝gffe mÿ
k“1
}a:kak |ψy }2‚˛` 2´1{2mp}X}2 ` }Y }2q} |ψy }
` }Y }2
?
m
¨˝
p1 ` 2´1{2q
gffe mÿ
k“1
}a:kak |ψy }2 `
c
7m
2
} |ψy }‚˛
ď 4?mp}X}2 ` }Y }2q}N |ψy } ` 3mp}X}2 ` }Y }2q} |ψy } (S45)
Now the N -boundedness derived in (S45) implies the relative form-boundedness of H with respect to N (see
Theorem X.18 in [? ]): for all µ ą 0 and any |ψy P DompNq,
xψ|H |ψy ď `a` b
µ
˘ xψ|N |ψy ` pµa` bq xψ|ψy ,
where a “ b “ 4mp}X}2 ` }Y }2q. Choosing µ “ 1, we have found that α “ β “ 8mp}X}2 ` }Y }2q holds. In other
words,
}UX,Y ´ id }N,E˛ ď 12
a
m p}X}2 ` }Y }2q pE ` 1q . (S46)
On the other hand, we have from Proposition S13 that }S´S1}8 ď δ. This implies in particular that }I´S´1S1}8 ď
}S´1}8 }S ´ S1}8 ď δ}S´1}8. Moreover, since S P Sp2mpRq, we have that }S}8 “ }S´1}8 ď }S ´ I}8 ` 1 ď R` 1.
Therefore, }I ´ S´1S1}8 ď p1 ` Rq δ ă 1. Therefore, we can take the logarithm of S´1S1 as defined by its power
series, so that
} logpS´1S1q}2 ď
?
2m } logpS´1S1q}8 ď
?
2m
8ÿ
k“1
}S´1S1 ´ I}k8
k
ď
?
2m p1`Rqδ
1´ p1`Rqδ . (S47)
Next, we make use of a fundamental theorem from Lie group theory [? ], which states that for any semi-simple
Lie group G of corresponding Lie algebra g, and any metric | ¨ | on g such that for all x, y P g, |rx, ys| ď |x| |y|
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(admissibility condition), the exponential mapping exp : pg, | ¨ |q Ñ G is diffeomorphic when restricted to the | ¨ |-
ball of radius π around the origin. In particular, the following normalization of the Euclidean norm | ¨ | ” 2} ¨ }2
satisfies the admissibility condition since |rx, ys| “ 2}rx, ys}2 ď 4}x}2}y}2 “ |x| |y|. This implies that, as long as
2
?
2mp1`Rqδ
1´p1`Rqδ ď π, logpS´1S1q P sp2mpRq, since Sp2mpRq is semi-simple. Let us call this element s. Next, we introduce
a basis tBa,bua,bPr2ms, of sp2mpRq [? ]: for any i, j P rms:
Bi,j ..“ ´Ei`m,j ´ Ej`m,i pi ď jq, Bi`m,j`m ..“ Ei,j`m ` Ej,i`m pi ď jq, Bi,j`m ..“ ´Ei`m,j`m ` Ej,i ,
where Ea,b ..“ |ayxb|. A simple counting argument shows that the number of such generators is equal to the dimension
mp2m` 1q of sp2mpRq. Next, normalizing the above matrices, we end up with the orthonormal basis: B˜i,j ..“ Bi,j{
?
2
and B˜i`m,j`m ..“ Bi`m,j`m{
?
2 for i ă j, B˜i,i ..“ Xi,i{2 and B˜i`m,i`m ..“ Xi`m,i`m{2, and B˜i,j`m ..“ Bi,j`m{
?
2 for
all i, j P rms. Therefore, the element s P sp2mpRq can be written as
s ..“
ÿ
iďj
si,j B˜i,j ` si`m,j`mB˜i`m,j`m `
ÿ
i,j
si,j`m B˜i,j`m , ñ }s}22 ..“
ÿ
iďj
s2i,j ` s2i`m,j`m `
ÿ
i,j
s2i,j`m ,
where the coefficients sa,b take real-valued. Now, the following expressions for the representations Bˆa,b of the basis
elements Ba,b in terms of the creation and annihilation operators can be found in [? ] (here we chose a slightly
different normalisation, Ba,b ” iXp0qa,b in the notations of [? ]):
Bˆi,j “ i
2
`
a
:
iaj ` a:jai ` δijI ` a:ia:j ` aiaj
˘
Bˆi`m,j`m “ i
2
`
a
:
iaj ` a:jai ` δijI ´ a:ia:j ´ aiaj
˘
Bˆi,j`m “ ´1
2
`
a
:
jai ´ a:iaj ` a:ia:j ´ aiaj
˘
.
Thus, the element s P sp2mpRq is represented on L2pRmq by
sˆ “ 1?
2
ÿ
iăj
si,j Bˆi,j ` si`m,j`m Bˆi`m,j`m ` 1
2
ÿ
i
si,i Bˆi,i ` si`m,i`mBˆi`m,i`m ` 1?
2
ÿ
i,j
si,j`mBˆi,j`m
» i
ÿ
i,j
Xi,j a
:
iaj ` Yi,j aiaj ` Y :i,ja:ia:j ” iH ,
for some complex coefficients Xi,j “ X:j,i ” and Yi,j , where the symbol » in the last line means up to irrelevant
constant terms. Comparing the two above expressions for sˆ, we find the correspondence:
Xi,j ..“ 1
2
?
2
psi,j ` si`m,j`mqδiăj ` 1
2
?
2
psj,i ` sj`m,i`mqδjăi ` 1
2
psi,i ` si`m,i`mqδi,j ` i
2
?
2
psj,i`m ´ si,j`mq ,
Yi,j ..“ 1
2
?
2
psi,j ´ si`m,j`mqδiăj ` 1
2
?
2
psj,i ´ sj`m,i`mqδjăi ` 1
4
psi,i ´ si`m,i`mqδi,j ´ i
2
?
2
si,j`m .
An easy calculation allows us to conclude that }X}2, }Y }2 ď }s}2. This together with the bound (S46) allows us to
conclude that
}UX,Y ´ I}N,E˛ ď 12
a
2 }s}2m pE ` 1q ď 12
d
3m3{2
p1 `Rqδ
1´ p1`Rqδ pE ` 1q ,
where the last inequality follows from (S47). The result follows since the unitary conjugation UX,Y is by definition
the unitary representation of the symplectic transformation S´1S1, so that }UX,Y ´ id }N,E˛ “ }US´1S1 ´ id }N,E˛ “
}US1 ´US}N,E˛ .
Hence, we have reduced the problem to that of proving Proposition S13. Notice that from now on, the problem has
become finite dimensional. As in the original proof of the Solovay–Kitaev theorem, our strategy reduces to finding
approximations of elements S P SpR2mpRq. First of all, we need a rough estimate on the cardinality of an ε-net for this
set.
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Lemma S14. Let R ą 0. Then, for any 0 ď ε ď r, there exists an ε-net Nε for pSpr2mpRq, dq, where we recall that
Spr2mpRq ..“
 
S P Sp2mpRq, }S ´ I}8 ď r
(
,
such that |Nε| ď
´
3 r
ε
¯4m2
.
Proof. Let Nε Ă Spr2mpRq be a maximal set such that }S ´ S1}8 ě ε for all S ‰ S1 P Nε (such a set always exists
by application of Zorn’s lemma). Moreover, Nε is an ε-net: indeed assume that there exists S P Spr2mpRq such that
}S ´ S1}8 ě ε for all S1 P Nε. Then tSu
Ť
Nε is a set that strictly contains Nε and satisfies the assumption of an
ε-set. But this contradicts the maximality of Nε. Next, for any S P Spr2mpRq and δ ą 0, we denote the closed ball
around S of radius δ as:
BδpSq ..“
 
T P Spr2mpRq : }T ´ S}8 ď δ
(
.
By definition of an ε-net, the elements of tBε{2pSquSPNε are pairwise disjoint. Therefore,ÿ
SPNε
µ
`
Bε{2pSq
˘ “ µ` ď
SPNε
Bε{2pSq
˘
,
where µ denotes the Lebesgue measure on M2mpRq ” Rp2mq2 . Next, for any T P
Ť
SPNε Bε{2pSq, there exists ST P Nε
such that
}T ´ I}8 ď }T ´ ST }8 ` }ST ´ I}8 ď ε
2
` r ď 3r
2
,
so that
Ť
SPNε Bε{2pSq ĂB 3r2 pIq. Therefore, by invariance of the Lebesgue measure under translations:
|Nε| . µ
`
Bε{2pIq
˘ “ ÿ
SPNε
µ
`
Bε{2pSq
˘ ď µ`B 3r
2
pSq˘ .
The result follows after using the following expression for the volume of a hyperball on R4m
2
:
µ
`
BrpIq
˘ “ π2m2 r4m2p2m2q!
As in the proof of the original result by Solovay and Kitaev, this basic first estimate turns out to be sub-optimal
around the identity. As expected, a slight adaptation of the treatment of the finite dimensional unitary case (see e.g.
[? ]) carries through almost without any difficulty. In fact, the treatment of the special linear group carried out in [?
] extends almost without any change to the present symplectic setting. However, we recall the argument in [? ] in
order to provide explicit estimates.
We begin by proving a bunch of technical lemmata. The first one is a direct extension of a result by Aharonov et
al. [? , Lemma B.1]:
Lemma S15. Let S “ OP be the polar decomposition of S P Sp2mpRq. Then for all ε ą 0,
}S ´ I}8 ď ε ñ }O ´ I}8, }P ´ I}8 ď 3ε .
Proof. This follows directly from classical results by Bhatia [? , Theorem VII.5.1 and Exercise VII.5.3] together with
the fact that }S´1}8 “ }S}8 for S P Sp2mpRq.
We recall that given two elements S, S1 in Sp2mpRq, their group commutator is defined as JS, S1K ..“ SS1S´1S1´1.
The next lemma is adapted from a result by Aharonov et al. [? , Section B.5].
Lemma S16. Let ε P r0, 1s, and let O P SO2mpRq
Ş
Sp2mpRq be such that }O ´ I}8 ď ε. Then there exist two
matrices Op1q, Op2q P Sp2mpRq such that }Op1q ´ I}8, }Op2q ´ I}8 ď 32
?
ε and
››O ´ JOp1q, Op2qK››8 ď 1910 ε3{2.
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Proof. Since O P SO2mpRq, there exists an orthogonal transformation K P Sp2mpRq
Ş
SO2mpRq and parameters
θ ..“ pθ1, . . . , θmq P r´π, πsm such that O “ KDpθqK⊺ [? , Appendix B and Section 5.1.2.1], where
Dpθq “
mà
j“1
ˆ
cos θj sin θj
´ sin θj cos θj
˙
“..
mà
j“1
Dj .
Therefore, we can reduce the problem to that of approximating Dpθq by unitary invariance and the fact that K is
symplectic. In each block j, the matrix Dj can be diagonalized as
Dj “ V
ˆ
eiθj 0
0 e´iθj
˙
V : “ V eiHjV : , Hj ..“
ˆ
θj 0
0 ´θj
˙
, V ..“ 1?
2
ˆ
1 i
i 1
˙
.
Now, since for each j it holds that 2 |sin pθj{2q| “ }Dj ´ I}8 ď }Dpθq ´ I}8 ď ε, we have that }Hj}8 “ |θj | ď
2 arcsinp1{2q ε. Next, define the Hermitian matrices
Fj
..“ i
c
θj
2
ˆ
0 1
´1 0
˙
, Gj
..“
c
θj
2
ˆ
0 1
1 0
˙
.
One can easily check that rFj, Gj s “ iHj and that }Fj}8, }Gj}8 “
b
θj
2
ď
a
arcsinp1{2q ε “.. c1
?
ε. Next, define
O˜j ..“ eFj , O˜1j ..“ eGj , we also have that
}O˜j ´ I}8, }O˜1j ´ I}8 ď ec1
?
ε ´ 1 ď c1
?
ε ec1
?
ε ď c1ec1
?
ε ď 3
2
?
ε . (S48)
Now, denoting the group commutator by JS1, S2K ..“ S1S2S´11 S´12 P Sp2mpRq, we have that for any two matrices
A,B such that }A}8, }B}8 ď δ,
››erA,Bs ´ JeA, eBK››8 ď c2δ3 for a constant c2 ď 5. Therefore,›››eiHj ´ JO˜j , O˜1jK›››8 ď c31c2 ε3{2 ď 1910 ε3{2 . (S49)
We now construct the two matrices
Op1q ..“ K
˜
mà
j“1
V : O˜j V
¸
K⊺ , Op2q ..“ K
˜
mà
j“1
V : O˜1j V
¸
K⊺ .
First, observe that thanks to (S48) we have that
››Op1q ´ I››8 , ››Op2q ´ I››8 ď 32?ε. Also, since
V : O˜j V “
ˆ
e´αj 0
0 eαj
˙
, V : O˜1j V “
ˆ
coshpαjq sinhpαjq
sinhpαjq coshpαjq
˙
,
where αj ..“
b
θj
2
, and these clearly belong to Sp2pRq, both Op1q and Op2q belong to Sp2mpRq. Finally,›››O ´ JOp1q, Op2qK›››
8
“
›››Dpθq ´ JK⊺Op1qK, K⊺Op2qKK›››
8
“ max
j“1,...,m
›››eiHj ´ JO˜j , O˜1jK›››8
ď 19
10
ε3{2 ,
where the last estimate follows from (S49). This completes the proof.
We proceed similarly on the positive part of Sp2mpRq:
Lemma S17. Let ε P r0, 1s and P P Πpmq ..“ tS P Sp2mpRq : S⊺ “ S, S ą 0u be such that }P ´ I}8 ď ε. Then there
exist two matrices P p1q, P p2q P Sp2mpRq such that
››P p1q ´ I››8 , ››P p2q ´ I››8 ď 1.44?ε and ››JP p1q, P p2qK ´ P ››8 ď
9
5
ε3{2.
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Proof. Thanks to unitary invariance and to the existence of a Williamson decomposition of P [? , Proposition 2.13], we
can assume without loss of generality we that P is a diagonal operator of the form P “ diagpλ1, 1{λ1, . . . , λm, 1{λmq
for some parameters λ1, . . . , λm ě 1, with λj ´ 1 ď ε for all j.
Now, consider a block of the form diagpλj , 1{λjq. It can be written as eHj , where Hj ..“ diagpθj ,´θjq is such that
eθj “ λj . We immediately deduce that 0 ď θj ď lnp1` εq ď ε. Next, we define the matrices
Fj ..“
c
θj
2
ˆ
0 1
´1 0
˙
, Gj ..“
c
θj
2
ˆ
0 1
1 0
˙
,
so that Hj “ rFj , Gjs. Note that }Fj}8 , }Gj}8 “
b
θj
2
ďa ε
2
. Exactly as in the proof of Lemma S16, one can verify
that Pj ..“ eFj and P 1j ..“ eGj are in Sp2pRq, and that moreover
}Pj ´ I}8, }P 1j ´ I}8 ď e
?
θj{2 ´ 1 ď e
?
ε{2 ´ 1 ď 2´1{2e2´1{2?ε ď 1.44?ε,
where for the second to last inequality we leveraged the elementary fact that ey ´ 1 ď yey. As above, observing for
any two matrices A,B such that }A}8, }B}8 ď δ, it holds that
››erA,Bs ´ JeA, eBK››8 ď 5δ3, we finally obtain that››eHj ´ JPj , P 1jK››8 ď 5 ¨ 2´3{2 ε3{2 ď 95 ε3{2 .
The result follows after taking the direct sum all the blocks, indexed by j “ 1, . . . ,m.
The last Lemma is a quantitative version of Lemma B.2 in [? ]:
Lemma S18. Fix µ P r0, 1q. Let ε, δ satisfy δ` ε ď µ, and let V,W, V˜ , W˜ be four matrices such that }V ´ V˜ }8, }W ´
W˜ }8 ď ε and }V ´ I}8, }W ´ I}8 ď δ. Then,›››JV,W K´ JV˜ , W˜ K›››
8
ď 16´ 12µ` 4µ
2
p1´ µq3 δε`
7´ 9µ` 13µ2 ´ 3µ3
p1´ µq4 ε
2 . (S50)
For example, for µ “ 1{5 we obtain that ›››JV,W K´ JV˜ , W˜ K›››
8
ď 27δε` 14ε2 . (S51)
Proof. We first start by denoting εA ..“ V˜ ´ V and εB ..“ W˜ ´W , so that }A}8, }B}8 ď 1 by assumption. We start
by recording an elementary observation: if X is any matrix such that }X ´ I}8 ď µ ă 1, then X is invertible, and
moreover ››X´1 ´ I››8 ď }X ´ I}81´ µ , (S52)››X´1››8 ď 11´ µ . (S53)
To see why this is the case, first note that the eigenvalues of X are at a distance at most µ from 1, hence none of
them can vanish. Then,
››X´1 ´ I››8 “ ›››pI ´ pI ´Xqq´1 ´ I›››8 “
››››› 8ÿ
n“1
pI ´Xqn
›››››
8
ď
8ÿ
n“1
}I ´X}n8 ď
}X ´ I}8
1´ µ .
In our case, this implies that all the operators V,W, V˜ , W˜ are invertible. Moreover,››V ´1››8 , ››W´1››8 , ›››V˜ ´1›››8 , ›››W˜´1›››8 ď 11´ µ , (S54)››V ´1 ´ I››8 , ››W´1 ´ I››8 ď δ1´ µ , (S55)›››V˜ ´1 ´ I›››
8
,
›››W˜´1 ´ I›››
8
ď δ ` ε
1´ µ . (S56)
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Now, consider that
V˜ ´1 ´ V ´1 ` εV ´1AV ´1 “ pV ` εAq´1 ´ V ´1 ` εV ´1AV ´1
“ pV ` εAq´1 pV ´ pV ` εAqqV ´1 ` εV ´1AV ´1
“ ´εpV ` εAq´1AV ´1 ` εV ´1AV ´1
“ ε `V ´1 ´ pV ` εAq´1˘AV ´1
“ εV ´1 ppV ` εAq ´ V q pV ` εAq´1AV ´1
“ ε2V ´1ApV ` εAq´1AV ´1
“ ε2V ´1AV˜ ´1AV ´1 .
Then,
JV,W K´ JV˜ , W˜ K
“ V˜ W˜ V˜ ´1W˜´1 ´ VWV ´1W´1
“ pV˜ ´ V qW˜ V˜ ´1W˜´1 ` V pW˜ ´W qV˜ ´1W˜´1 ` VW
´
V˜ ´1 ´ V ´1
¯
W˜´1 ` VWV ´1
´
W˜´1 ´W´1
¯
“ ε
´
AW˜ V˜ ´1W˜´1 ` V BV˜ ´1W˜´1 ´ VWV ´1AV ´1W˜´1 ´ VWV ´1V ´1W´1BW´1
¯
` ε2
´
VWV ´1AV˜ ´1AV ´1W˜´1 ` VWV ´1W´1BW˜´1BW´1
¯
“ εZ1 ` ε2Z2 ,
(S57)
where
Z1 ..“ A
´
W˜ V˜ ´1W˜´1 ´ I
¯
´
´
VWV ´1AV ´1W˜´1 ´A
¯
`
´
V BV˜ ´1W˜´1 ´B
¯
´ `VWV ´1V ´1W´1BW´1 ´B˘ ,
(S58)
Z2
..“ VWV ´1AV˜ ´1AV ´1W˜´1 ` VWV ´1W´1BW˜´1BW´1 (S59)
We can now proceed to estimate the operator norm of the various terms in (S58) and (S59). To this end, we make
systematic use of the telescopic bound››››› rź
j“1
Xj ´ I
›››››
8
“
››››› rÿ
k“1
˜
rź
j“k`1
Xj ´
rź
j“k
Xj
¸›››››
8
“
››››› rÿ
k“1
pI ´Xkq
rź
j“k`1
Xj
›››››
8
ď
rÿ
k“1
}Xk ´ I}8
rź
j“k`1
}Xj}8 . (S60)
Then, using (S54)–(S56) in conjunction with (S60),›››A´W˜ V˜ ´1W˜´1 ´ I¯›››
8
ď
›››W˜ V˜ ´1W˜´1 ´ I›››
8
ď δp1´ µq2 `
δ ` ε
p1´ µq2 `
δ ` ε
1´ µ “
3´ µ
p1´ µq2 δ `
2´ µ
p1´ µq2 ε . (S61)
Also, ›››VWV ´1AV ´1W˜´1 ´A›››
8
ď ››VWV ´1 ´ I››8 ››V ´1››8 ›››W˜´1›››8 ` ›››V ´1W˜´1 ´ I›››8
ď
ˆ
1` µ
1´ µ δ `
δ
1´ µ `
δ
1´ µ
˙
1
p1 ´ µq2 `
δ
p1´ µq2 `
δ ` ε
1´ µ
“ 5´ 2µ` µ
2
p1´ µq3 δ `
ε
1´ µ .
(S62)
Continuing, we find that›››V BV˜ ´1W˜´1 ´B›››
8
ď }V ´ I}8
›››V˜ ´1›››
8
›››W˜´1›››
8
`
›››V˜ ´1W˜´1 ´ I›››
8
ď δp1 ´ µq2 `
δ ` ε
p1´ µq2 `
δ ` ε
1´ µ
“ 3´ µp1 ´ µq2 δ `
2´ µ
p1´ µq2 ε .
(S63)
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The norm of the last term in (S58) can be bounded as
››VWV ´1V ´1W´1BW´1 ´B››8 ď ››W´1››8 ››V ´1››8 }W }8 }V }8 ››W´1 ´ I››8 ` ››VWV ´1W´1 ´ I››8
ď p1` µq
2
p1´ µq2
δ
1´ µ `
δp1` µq
p1 ´ µq2 `
δ
p1´ µq2 `
δ
p1´ µq2 `
δ
1´ µ
“ 5´ 2µ` µ
2
p1 ´ µq3 δ .
(S64)
Putting together (S61)–(S64), we obtain that
}Z1}8 ď
16´ 12µ` 4µ2
p1 ´ µq3 δ `
5´ 3µ
p1´ µq2 ε . (S65)
We now proceed to upper bound the operator norm of the matrix Z2 defined by (S59). This is simply done by
combining (S54) with the triangle inequality. One obtains that
}Z2}8 ď
›››VWV ´1AV˜ ´1AV ´1W˜´1›››
8
`
›››VWV ´1W´1BW˜´1BW´1›››
8
ď }V }8 }W }8
››V ´1››8 ›››V˜ ´1›››8 ››V ´1››8 ›››W˜´1›››8 ` }V }8 }W }8 ››V ´1››8 ››W´1››8 ›››W˜´1›››8 ››W´1››8
ď 2p1` µq
2
p1´ µq4 .
(S66)
Plugging (S65) and (S66) into (S57) yields the claim (S50).
We are now ready to prove Proposition S13.
Proof of Proposition S13. The proof follows from a direct extension of the standard Solovay–Kitaev algorithm. The
latter is based on a recursive routine SK(S, n) indexed by an integer n P N that receives the transformation S P Spr2mpRq
and returns a product Sn of symplectic matrices such that }Sn ´ S}8 ď εn given some approximation constant εn
which we will determine. We first briefly describe the routine before analysing its efficiency. For n “ 0, given some
ε0 ą 0 to be determined later, construct an ε0-net Nε0 as in Lemma S14 and return S0 to be the element in Nε0 such
that }S´S0}8 ď ε0. Next for n ě 0 assume given a sequence Sn ..“ SKpS, n q of symplectic matrices in Sp2mpRq such
that }Sn´S}8 ď εn. In what follows, we describe how to get the pn`1qth round of approximation Sn`1 ..“SK(S, n`1):
first of all set ∆n ..“ SS´1n . Next, let ∆n ..“ OnPn, with On P Sp2mpRq
Ť
SO2mpRq and Pn P Πpmq, be the polar
decomposition of ∆n. By Lemma S15 the matrices On and Pn satisfy }On ´ I}8, }Pn ´ I}8 ď 3εn. Moreover, by
Lemma S16, there exist symplectic operators O
p1q
n , O
p2q
n such that }Opjqn ´ I}8 ď 32
?
εn and }On ´ JOp1qn , Op2qn K}8 ď
19
10
ε
3{2
n . Similarly, by Lemma S17 there exist symplectic matrices P
p1q
n , P
p2q
n such that }P pjqn ´ I}8 ď 1.44?εn and
}Pn ´ JP p1qn , P p2qn K}8 ď 95ε
3{2
n . Calling the routines SK(P
pjq
n , n) and SK(O
pjq
n , n), we find εn approximations P˜
pjq
n ,
resp. O˜
pnq
j , of P
pjq
n , resp. of O
pjq
n . Define ∆˜n ..“ JO˜p1qn , O˜p2qn K .JP˜ p1qn , P˜ p2qn K, and Sn`1 ..“ ∆˜nSn. Let us now analyse the
efficiency of the method. First of all, we verify that Sn`1 is indeed closer from S than Sn. This can be verified thanks
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to Lemma S18:
}∆n ´ ∆˜n}8 ď }OnPn ´ JOp1qn , Op2qn K .JP p1qn , P p2qn K}8 ` }JOp1qn , Op2qn K .JP p1qn , P p2qn K´ JO˜p1qn , O˜p2qn K .JP˜ p1qn , P˜ p2qn K}8
ď }On ´ JOp1qn , Op2qn K}8 }Pn}8 ` }JOp1qn , Op2qn K}8 }Pn ´ JP p1qn , P p2qn K}8
` }JOp1qn , Op2qn K .JP p1qn , P p2qn K´ JO˜p1qn , O˜p2qn K .JP˜ p1qn , P˜ p2qn K}8
p1q
ď p1` rq p1 ` r ` εnq 19
10
ε
3
2
n ` p1` 3
2
?
εn ` 19
10
ε
3
2
n q 9
5
ε
3
2
n
` }JOp1qn , Op2qn K ´ JO˜p1qn , O˜p2qn K}8 }JP p1qn , P p2qn K}8 ` }JO˜p1qn , O˜p2qn K}8 }JP˜ p1qn , P˜ p2qn K´ JP p1qn , P p2qn K}8
p2q
ď p1` rq p1 ` r ` εnq 19
10
ε
3
2
n ` p1` 3
2
?
εn ` 19
10
ε
3
2
n q 9
5
ε
3
2
n
` 45ε 32n
`}JO˜p1qn , O˜p2qn K}8 ` }JP p1qn , P p2qn K}8˘
p3q
ď p1` rq p1 ` r ` εnq 19
10
ε
3
2
n ` p1` 3
2
?
εn ` 19
10
ε
3
2
n q 9
5
ε
3
2
n
` 45ε 32n
`
1` p1 ` rqp1 ` r ` εnq ` 3
2
?
εn ` 94ε
3
2
n
˘
p4q
ď ε 32n p47r2 ` 104r` 156q ” ε
3
2
n Cprq . (S67)
In (1) we used the estimates recalled above, as well as the fact that
}Pn}8 “ }∆n}8 “ }SS´1n }8 ď p1 ` }S ´ I}8q}S´1n }8
paq“ p1` }S ´ I}8q}Sn}8
ď p1 ` }S ´ I}8qp1 ` }S ´ I}8 ` }Sn ´ S}8q
ď p1 ` rq p1 ` r ` εnq ,
where paq follows from the fact that Sn is symplectic. In (2) and (3) we used Lemma S18 with δ ” 32
?
εn and ε ” εn,
which we assume to satisfy the condition 3
2
?
εn ` εn ď 1{5.
We now prove that εn can be chosen to be of the form c
´1pcε0q
`
3
2
˘n
, for some constants c ” cpm, rq, and that Sn is
a product of 11n generators. The statement holds trivially for n “ 0. Next, assume that it is true for n and consider
the pn` 1qth case. Using the estimate (S67), we have that
}Sn`1 ´ S}8 “ }Snp∆n ´ ∆˜nq}8 ď p}Sn ´ S}8 ` }S}8q }∆n ´ ∆˜n}8
ď p2` rqCprq ε 32n
paq
ď p2 ` rqCprq
”
c´1pcε0qp3{2qn
ı 3
2
” p2` rqCprq c´1{2εn`1 ,
where (a) above simply follows from the induction hypothesis. Therefore, choosing c “ “p2` rqCprq‰2 and imposing
that ε0 c ă 1 gives the convergence result. Remark that in this case, the condition that εn ` 32
?
εn ď 1{5 is satisfied
for all n. Finally, it can be easily checked by induction that for each n, Sn is a product of 9
n symplectic matrices.
The proof follows after choosing δ “ εn for n large enough.
